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ABSTRACT
This Thesis explores the connectiveness of the West Florida Shelf’s various areas of
economic and ecological importance by considering five case studies of varying dynamic forcing
influences and time. The advection of water about the shelf moves nutrients and has a direct
impact on the shelf’s ecology and the determination of whether or not the shelf will be
oligotrophic at any given time or location. The case studies are analyzed both quantitatively and
qualitatively after quasi-isopycnal particle trajectory calculations are completed for each. The
findings support a combination of local and deep-ocean forcing being ideal for the maximum
advection and opportunity for potential connectivity between areas of the shelf, and provide a
solid guide for moving forward with a considerable ensemble of studies in the future to approach
the question from a statistical perspective. The numerical scheme used to calculate the particle
trajectories is a 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The scheme is investigated for it appropriateness
and pitfalls as a backward trajectory calculation tool by direct comparison between forward
trajectory calculations and attempting to replicate the result in the backward direction. The
findings support that the more linear the trajectory and the more restrictive the dynamics acting
upon a particle at any given location, the better the backward and forward replication will be,
although it is still an approximation, much like any other iterative tool used for approximating a
solution to an ordinary differential equation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objectives
The coastal ocean may be described as follows: Seaward from the shoreline, the

continental shelves around the world are the areas where the landmass of the continent
submerges underwater, with a relatively gentle slope as it extends into the ocean. At the end of
this extension, at times reaching hundreds of kilometers horizontally, the continental shelf
experiences an abrupt bottom slope change at what is referred to as the continental shelf break.
Seaward of the shelf break, the continental slope continues to proceed towards the ocean floor as
it transitions into the continental rise. This marks the transition from the continental landmass to
the oceanic crust made primarily of basalt (ocean floor). The shelf break and slope are the
hurdles that deeper, cooler and inorganic nutrient-rich oceanic waters need to cross in order to
upwell onto a shelf and provide new deep ocean-derived nutrients to the organisms living in
coastal ocean waters.
Upwelling as a physical process has been clearly described in multiple articles such as
Smith [1995] with specific regard for coastal upwelling systems, Weisberg et al. [2014a] with a
focus on the West Florida Shelf (WFS) in 2010 when the Loop Current and recently shed eddy in
the Gulf of Mexico interacted with the shelf slope, Weisberg et al. [2000] focusing on the WFS
inner shelf and the Ekman-geostrophic upwelling response to wind forcing observed there, and
in Pitcher et al. [2010] specifically regarding the eastern boundaries of oceans and their
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proclivity to develop harmful algal blooms as a result of their upwelling. Because this study
focuses on the West Florida Shelf comparing deep-ocean forcing and local forcing for water
parcel advection including upwelling and downwelling, the description provided in Weisberg et
al. [2014a] serves as an informative introduction for deep-ocean forced upwelling in the local
study area. The interaction of either the Loop Current or an eddy with the shelf slope sets into
motion a series of responses. The relatively high height (and resulting high pressure) of the Loop
Current to the surrounding Gulf of Mexico and WFS waters causes a pressure variation, resulting
in a northward flow along isobaths. This flow then results in a pressure gradient force directed
toward the right (towards the shallower waters), which is balanced by a Coriolis force induced by
a southward flowing geostrophic current. This geostrophic flow tends to be along isobath, and it
continues in such a manner until the prompting pressure gradient force is gone or the friction
dissipates it [Taylor, 1921]. This geostrophic flow interacts with the bottom forming an Ekman
layer in which the flow turns toward the left, allowing for an onshore directed flow component
and the upwelling of waters from the shelf slope across the shelf break and onto the shelf itself.
Along with such deep ocean influences, there is also a correlation between the local
winds and sea level by virtue of surface Ekman layer divergence and the set of an across shelf
pressure gradient force, and as a corollary there is a correlation between the winds and the alongshelf currents allowing for similarities in properties of the shelf circulation, and differences based
on each shelf’s unique geometry, river input distribution, and boundary currents [Weisberg et al.,
2005]. The world’s continental shelves have been investigated by a number of groups in many
different fashions. Some such examples include Strub et al. [1987] which considers the
Northeast Pacific Continental Shelf and its seasonality, while Lucas et al. [2005] diagnose the
water origins, seasonal periods, persistent fronts and distinct sections of the Northern Argentine
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Continental Shelf. Holligan et al. [1983] studied the North-West European continental shelf
specifically to work towards improving remote sensing techniques for the estimation of
chlorophyll in oceanic waters by using observations from cruises, unprocessed Coastal Zone
Color Scanner graphics and other weather and imagery for the area. Milliman et al. [1985]
looked at the Changjiang Estuary and its adjacent continental shelf in terms of sediment transport
and sink pathways, dependent upon tidal fluctuations, river run-off, and other influences. A
wonderfully thorough review (through that time) of the history of the circulation on the east
coast of the US works is provided by Bumpus [1973], in which he covers experiments from drift
bottles and other methods and provides a detailed recommended pathway for further studies and
ensuring the struggles and limitations from previous studies are taken into consideration for
making future experiments more successful.
The present works provides further clarification on the driving forces of water parcel
advection to include upwelling and downwelling responses throughout the West Florida Shelf
region. Further understanding of West Florida Shelf responses to both local and deep-ocean
forcing is a necessary step to understanding ecological phenomena such as red tides, juvenile
marine life cycles, nursery and adult habitat locations, estuary connectivities, and inorganic
nutrient transports across the shelf.

The present study strives to answer the following two questions:
1. Under primarily deep-ocean or local forcing influences, what are the ranges of upwelling
and advection of water parcels both vertically and horizontally across the various regions of the
West Florida Shelf (WFS)?
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Given a period of time when we know the deep-ocean influence was strong on the
WFS, what were the pathways of water parcel delivery from the region of the shelf slope to the
near shore?
Given a period of time when we know the local forcing influence was strong on
the WFS, what were the pathways of water parcel advection across the WFS?
2. Is it reasonable to expect forward and backward particle trajectory calculations to have
the same results? If so under what conditions?
For the purposes of continuity and comparison with previous works, “local forcing” and
“deep-ocean forcing” will be defined as in Weisberg and He [2003] and specified below:
•

Local forcing: shelf-wide inputs of momentum by winds and buoyancy by surface

heat and freshwater flux and river inflows.
•

Deep-Ocean forcing: inputs of momentum and buoyancy by currents at the shelf

break.

1.2

Significance of the Study

1.2.1 The Florida Economy
Florida’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) total for 2012 was $777.2 billion [Program,
2014]. According to the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services report
statistical overview encompassing 2012 [Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, 2013] Florida had 47,500 commercial farms, utilizing 9.25 million acres of land,
employing 2 million people and contributing more than $104 billion to the state’s economy in
2012. Comparatively, Florida is even more dependent upon the financial input it gets from the
economic activity physically located in coastal counties (coastal economy: $599.8 billion in 2012)
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and economic activity using the Atlantic ocean as an input (ocean economy: $24.5 billion in
2012) [Program, 2014]. These contribution amounts are ~5.8 (coastal) and ~6 (coastal + ocean)
times the agriculture contribution amount (~$104 billion). Some specific aspects of the
agricultural, coastal and oceanic economies include commercial fishing, aquaculture, and the
recreational fishing and tourism.
In 2012 there were over 93 million pounds of fish, crab, clams (wild harvest only),
lobster, shrimp and other invertebrates caught coming in at $205 million dockside value [Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, 2015]. Of the coastal regions, the Gulf Coast has,
on average, landed 70-75% of Florida’s domestic seafood catch by weight and 70-80% by value.
The Commercial fishing industry in Florida is the 2nd largest in the United States with $12
million in-state sales supporting 64,744 jobs (2009). The Saltwater Products Licenses sold
brought in $925,000 (fiscal year 2012/2013) (not including wholesale dealers). In addition to
traditional commercial fisheries, the aquaculture industry contributed $66.1 million (2005) in
commercial income to the state [Kildow, 2008].
While the fishing industry brought in millions of dollars to the state as described above,
the difference between those millions of contributed dollars and the billions brought in as a
whole by the ocean and coastal economy is filled largely by the recreation and tourism sectors of
the coastal economy. In 2005, the recreational marine-related industry statewide generated $18.5
billion in annual economic impact and 220,000 jobs (~100,000 of which were in manufacturing)
[Kildow, 2008]. Florida is the leading state in terms of marine recreational fishing participation,
and accounted for 33% of all marine angler trips taken in the United States in 2006 [Kildow,
2008].
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Florida is ranked as the most popular recreational fishing state [Allen and Southwick,
2007] in the United States, with the saltwater anglers in Florida making up over 23.5% of the US
total, and generating almost $3 billion in expenditures and retail sales (27% of the US total).
Nearly half of the recreational fishing trips in Florida are made by visitors to the state. This
clearly demonstrates the ocean tourism industry’s direct impact on Florida’s economy strictly by
considering the recreational fishing aspect of the industry and not the 2nd and 3rd order industries
supporting such an increase like those of the lodging, food, and transportation industries in the
area.
The total economic impact of the Florida oceanic and coastal industries is approximately
six times larger than that of the land-based agriculture industry in the state. This large difference
in the economic impact for the state of Florida is one of the many reasons why the study of
fisheries and recreational-impacting events such as red tides, the spawning of various sport fishes
and the overall transport and advection of the inorganic nutrients across the shelf are so
important. The better the scientific community becomes at adding another level of understanding
to the system, the more impactful and widely applicable the research will be to the fisheries and
economic health of the state.
1.2.2 Red Tides
With the coastal area being of such great import to Florida’s economy, harmful algal
blooms, or red tides, are a strong concern (e.g. Heil et al. [2014]). They can be incredibly
detrimental to the fisheries and recreational events in a large area, as documented by Walsh et al.
[2006], resulting in an economic loss some years of more than $25 million. Over a 6 year period,
the red tides originating on the West Florida Continental Shelf (WFS) accounted for roughly half
of the annual average economic loss to the United States, estimated then to be a total of ~$49
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million [Anderson et al., 2000]. As potentially damaging as red tides and other harmful algal
blooms can be, these do not occur independent from the environment in which they exist. It is
therefore imperative to gain a thorough understanding of the ocean circulation, resultant water
properties, and interactions between the continental shelf and the deep-ocean and estuaries, all of
which have a strong impact on the formation and advection of the bloom [Weisberg et al., 2009a;
Weisberg et al., 2014a].
Typically, the wind driven upwelling scenario (the most frequent) on the WFS is a key
factor for Karenia brevis (K. brevis) red tide blooms to manifest along the coastline [Weisberg et
al., 2009a] while the less frequent, prolonged deep-ocean induced upwelling scenario acts to
suppress K. brevis red tides (as occurred in 1998, 2010 and to some degree in other years). This
suppression occurs due to the resetting of the WFS water properties to a roughly Redfield ratio
nutrient structure favoring other phytoplankton, and becoming non-conducive to the blooming of
K. brevis [Walsh et al., 2003; Weisberg and He, 2003; Weisberg et al., 2014a]. This permits the
diatoms to flourish in the environment rather than the microflagellates or toxic dinoflagellates.
In addition to the wind driven upwelling scenario, iron concentrations play a large role in
controlling the periodic blooms of the diazotroph cyanobacterium Trichodesmium erythraeum
(T.E), whose biomass levels have in turn been shown to significantly impact the blooms of K.
brevis [Lenes et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2009]. Upwelling plays a key role in the circulation and
water properties on and around the shelf, and has a highly interdisciplinary impact from fisheries,
geology, chemistry, and biology.
1.2.3 Upwelling Systems and Their Inter-Disciplinary Importance
The importance of the various upwelling systems in the oceans were discussed from a
perspective beyond physical oceanography in 1995 at the 18th Dahlem Workshop in
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Environmental Sciences in Berlin, Germany, upon which the primary editors of the workshop
results (C.P. Summerhayes, K.-C Emeis, M.V. Angel, R.L. Smith, and B, Zeitzschel) stated
unequivocally that “upwelling systems are important socially as well as scientifically, not only
because they sequester nutrients that control ocean chemistry, biology, and fisheries, but also
because they are intensely productive, and so by increasing the ‘drawdown’ of CO2 in glacials
they may influence climate. They are the sites of accumulation of oil-prone petroleum source
rocks and of mineral resources such as diatomites and phosphorites” [Summerhayes et al., 1995].
To be even more specific, as "open ocean and coastal upwelling dominate primary productivity
in the world's oceans, accounting for 80-90% of world new production [Brink et al., 1995]. The
relevance to humans is undisputed and considerable, as some 50% of the world fish catch comes
from the coastal waters [specifically known for their strong upwelling]. Changes in upwelling are
known to have a considerable effect on fish stocks” [Summerhayes et al., 1995]. In addition to
the commercial fisheries aspect of the importance of upwelling systems, they “are important
agents in the carbon cycle because of their exceptionally high productivity and the high rate of
sequestration of organic matter in the bottom sediments beneath them” [Summerhayes et al.,
1995].
Upwelling systems play a large role in the distribution of other ocean water properties
that are directly involved in biological processes which modulate seawater chemical composition
and increase particulate matter and sedimentation of particles. Upwelling zones are particularly
important because their high biological productivity leads to sequestration of nutrients in the
water column and their associated high rates of sediment accumulation lead to concentrations of
biogenic components like carbon, phosphate, and opaline silica on the seabed [Summerhayes et
al., 1995]. Continuing with the importance of sedimentation, "much oil is derived today from
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organic-rich rocks that were deposited beneath upwelling systems, […] from which oil is
obtained by drilling beneath the modern upwelling system […] Phosphate mineral deposits are
abundant on the seabed in upwelling areas and fossil phosphorite deposits that formed in such
environments provide most of the world's sources of phosphate fertilizer” [Summerhayes et al.,
1995].

1.3

Organization of this Manuscript
This manuscript is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Gulf of Mexico, the West Florida Continental

Shelf (WFS), and the physical processes that occur on the WFS and have a direct impact on this
study. The information provided in this chapter is intended to give the reader a thorough
understanding of the current state of knowledge of the area of interest as well as the physical
principles involved (i.e. Ekman layer transport, upwelling, tidal fluctuations, etc.).
Chapters 3 and 4 each start with an abstract, discuss the specific tools used in the study,
describe the experiment design, the limitations and assumptions made, the data analysis methods
used and concludes with a discussion of the results obtained. Chapter 3 specifically addresses
Question #1 and associated sub-questions while Chapter 4 specifically addresses Question #2 as
defined in section 1.1.
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the study and manuscript as a whole, followed by the
reference list, and appendices.
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CHAPTER 2
SETTING THE SCENE
2.1 The Gulf of Mexico
The Gulf of Mexico’s (GOMEX) coastal ocean consists of three interconnected domains:
a) the deep-ocean or the region seaward from the shelf break, b) the coastal ocean or the
continental shelf region between the shelf break and the shoreline, and b) the estuaries, where the
rivers transition to the sea [Weisberg, 2011].
As with any body of water, it is important to understand the deep circulation. Sturges
[2005] used a three-layer analog to describe the deep GOMEX circulation. Below the upper layer
of the water column being transported into the GOMEX (and eventually becoming the LCFlorida Current system), there are three deep layers. The uppermost deep layer is from
approximately 800 m- 1100 m depth, and is driven primarily as an extension of the upper layer
flow, also flowing into the GOMEX. The middle of the deep layers functions as a return mean
flow into the Caribbean between approximately 1100 m and 1900 m. The bottom-most deep
layer reaches from approximately 1900 m -2000 m (the average sill depth at the Yucatan
Channel into the GOMEX). This deepest layer has sporadic flow into the GOMEX from the
Caribbean. The majority of the flux both in and out of the GOMEX is accomplished in the upper
layer. It has, however, been observed by Oey [1996] that during times of increased bottom
inflow to the GOMEX, there is an inhibition of the eddy shedding process from the Loop Current
(LC), lending further support to the importance of understanding the deep circulation.
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The origination of the water masses is also described by Sturges [2005]. The net inflow
into the Caribbean Passages and then into the GOMEX is approximately 40% of South Atlantic
origin. This water of South Atlantic origin is in the Florida Current concentrated in two
comparatively fresh water masses. High current regimes with temperatures greater than ~ 24ºC
are found on the left hand and central segments of the Florida straits in the upper ~100 m. There
is an additional significant contribution of deeper, mostly upper Antarctic Intermediate Water.
The rest of the upper ocean water entering the Caribbean Sea and the LC and Florida Current is
of North Atlantic origin.

2.2 The West Florida Continental Shelf
A comprehensive review of the physical oceanographic works that have been completed
on the WFS is provided by Weisberg et al. [2009a] which builds upon previous similar
compilations of Weisberg et al. [2005] and Boicourt et al. [1998]. Looking a little bit broader,
Oey et al. [2005] summarizes previous works on the various continental shelves in the GOMEX
and describes the differences and interconnectivities of the circulation questions that many of the
research groups studying the area have been able to answer.
2.2.1 A Physical Description
The WFS for its majority is equal in breadth to the portion of the Florida peninsula which
currently resides above water, approximately 200 km wide (Figure 2.1). It is one of the world’s
broadest continental shelves with a gentle slope, and a sharp gradient that drops to over 3000 m
in the span of 50-100 km in the GOMEX [Meyers et al., 2001]. Its isobaths generally parallel the
coastline which at mid-shelf is oriented approximately 333ºT, and the 100 m isobath is located
some 150-200 km offshore [Weisberg et al., 1996]. It stretches south to north from the steep area
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by the Dry Tortugas up to the Big Bend area of Florida, and then bends sharply 90º to the west,
encompassing De Soto Canyon as it reaches towards the Mississippi River delta in Louisiana.
The De Soto Canyon can be characterized as the almost perpendicular intersection of two
different slopes: the rough Mississippi-Alabama slope and the broader WFS, which becomes
very steep below 1000 m (this area is called the Florida Escarpment) [Hamilton and Lee, 2005].

Figure 2.1: The WFS with annotated isobaths and points of interest [Weisberg et al., 2005].

The Dry Tortugas and De Soto Canyon each have a significant relevance to the dynamics
on the WFS. The Dry Tortugas are an area in which the shelf break is located at approximately
the 25 m isobath. This bears considerable importance because if the LC or an eddy impinges
upon the shelf slope in that particular region, the shallow water isobaths that extend into the
inner shelf along the rest of the WFS are able to be impacted directly at the Dry Tortugas
location because pressure gradient disturbances propagate along isobath with shallow water to
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the right (in the northern hemisphere). This would permit isobaths encompassing all three
regions of the shelf (inner, middle and outer) to be dynamically set into motion at once,
potentially affecting the entirety of the shelf. Similarly, the De Soto Canyon is an area in which
an eddy might get trapped in the Canyon and impact many of the isobaths at one time. The inner
shelf in that region extends out past the shelf break due to its narrow width, allowing any
dynamic impacts originating in the Canyon itself to affect the inner shelf and potentially
propagate to along the shelf to the west. Moreover, while propagation of disturbances may be
with shallow water to the right, once on the shelf water properties may be carried in any direction
by either the local or the deep-ocean driven currents.
As a result of its broad nature and relatively small amount of river discharge directly to
the shelf, the waters of the WFS are often characterized as oligotrophic [Lenes et al., 2008].
Oligotrophic waters are generally described as having a low accumulation of dissolved nutrients,
high oxygen content, and low growth of algae and other organisms [Zhang, 2000]. Weisberg et al.
[2009a] noted that nutrients tend to concentrate near the bottom of the water column on the WFS,
so the circulation on the shelf bottom (including bottom Ekman transport) is responsible for
uniting nutrients with the euphotic zone. Contrary to this description of the shelf being
oligotrophic, however, there is a large biomass present on the WFS, spanning from primary
producers through sea turtles and large sport fish [Arnold et al., 2002]. One of the ways the shelf
may be able to support such biomass is by the replenishment of nutrients from the deeper,
comparably nutrient rich waters via upwelling.
2.2.2 A Dynamic Description
The WFS circulation is driven by local wind, atmospheric heat fluxes and resulting
buoyancy forcing at the surface, the offshore LC system in the GOMEX, the fresh water influx
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from contributing rivers, and density-driven buoyancy forcings at depth [He et al., 2003; Liu et
al., 2006; Weisberg et al., 1996]. It is dynamically linked to varying water properties,
particularly to temperature, which exerts a primary control on density [He et al., 2003], driving
the transport of nutrients relative to the euphotic zone, affecting both primary and secondary
production, controlling the shelf ecology [Weisberg et al., 2005].
The tidal influences on the WFS must be taken into consideration when discussing the
flow on and off the shelf and surrounding areas. The determination of 8 tidal constituents: M2,
S2, N2, K2, O1, K1, P1, and Q1, accounting for more than 95% of the WFS tidal variance when
quantitatively gauged against available coastal sea level and offshore velocity profiler data [He
and Weisberg, 2002; Weisberg et al., 1996] is further supported by Weisberg and Zheng [2006a]
and Zheng and Weisberg [2010].
Beyond the tidal flux, He et al. [2003] found that while deep-ocean forcing should be
relatively ineffective at generating shelf currents extending onto the WFS by more than a Rossby
radius of deformation, there are instances where deep-ocean effects are quite apparent due to the
narrow shelf width within the area of the De Soto Canyon, and the region of shallow, convergent
isobaths near the Dry Tortugas.
A definitive work on the local and deep-ocean forcing effects on the WFS was Weisberg
and He [2003]. In this study the authors separate local forcing effects from deep-ocean forcing
by running separate model simulations over the 1998-1999 timeframe with and without deepocean forcing. Quantitative comparisons between the model simulations and in situ observations
enabled discussions on what aspects of the water column observations were attributable to local
and deep-ocean forcings. It was found for 1998, when both the deep-ocean and local forcings
were anomalously upwelling favorable, that “while deep-ocean processes set the depths of
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material isopleths along the shelf slope, local forcing is generally necessary to upwell materials
across the shelf break. Once on the shelf local forcing is also the motive agent for distribution
from the shelf break and the inner shelf with the bottom Ekman layer playing a major role. Deepocean effects under special circumstances may augment the distribution by local forcing, as
occurred during the spring-fall seasons of 1998 (and also inferred in 1997).” That year, there was
strong upwelling onto the shelf. This strong ventilation of deep-water origin played a huge role
in supporting the shelf ecology, and we need to further understand how, when, and why such
occurrences happened as well as the advection of water properties across the shelf and the
resulting connectivity.
Due to its broad width, the WFS is able to be dynamically separated into multiple regions
where the influences and driving forces are different [Lentz, 1995; Li and Weisberg, 1999;
Mitchum and Clarke, 1986; Weisberg et al., 2005]. Various approaches to this idea have
emerged over the last few decades. Mitchum and Clarke [1986] assumed a linear, rigid lid,
barotropic, simple constant eddy viscosity model to try and find a solution valid over the entire
shelf, including shallow water. They found that if a fictitious coastal wall is placed in water of
depth about 3 times the Ekman scale thickness, neglecting the inner shelf does not degrade the
solution in deeper water. While this is a great development for flow studies on the outer shelf
area of the WFS, it left room for growth and further investigation specifically in the area of the
inner shelf region since it was cut off from the rest of the shelf flow by virtue of the “wall” being
inserted.
Lentz [1995] focused his study on whether the inner-shelf circulation was sensitive to the
form of the turbulent mixing profile, specifically on the subinertial motions and the cross-shelf
divergence in the Ekman transport over the inner shelf. His results suggest the inner shelf is
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strictly defined by the area in which there is enough interior stress able to be transmitted from the
surface directly to the bottom of the water column, promoting the cross-shelf divergence in the
Ekman transport. Similarly to the definition used by Mitchum and Clarke [1986], this requires
the direct overlap of the surface and bottom Ekman layers, and does not take into account the
stratified case.
Later, Li and Weisberg [1999] approached the question from a different perspective.
They isolated each of the individual dynamic influences on the shelf flow and showed how the
dynamic balances at various locations across the shelf, once evolved to a quasi-steady state,
varied between locations. This difference between the locations allowed for an inner, outer, and
midshelf to be defined by the dynamic balances inherent to each. Expanding on the Li and
Weisberg [1999] study, Weisberg et al. [2001] took the same model setup and general approach
of isolating the dynamic influences on shelf flow on the WFS, and looked at the stratified and
unstratified cases off the Sarasota, Florida coast in April 1998 to further define the dynamic and
kinematic differences in the balances between inner and outer shelf regions during upwelling and
downwelling events.
According to Li and Weisberg [1999] the inner shelf is defined as the transition region
between the coastline and the point where offshore-directed surface Ekman transport balances
the alongshore wind-stress. This divergence leads to the development of a coastal jet which
induces the bottom Ekman layer as a response [Li and Weisberg, 1999], and a change in sea
surface slope [Weisberg et al., 2001]. While the approaches were different, there are similarities
to the Mitchum and Clarke [1986] and Lentz [1995] definitions of the inner shelf. They define it
as the area where the surface and bottom Ekman layers overlap. Li and Weisberg [1999] share
the general description, but stress that it is the interaction between surface and bottom Ekman
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layers via divergence, (without a requirement for any direct overlap between the surface and
bottom Ekman layers) that distinguishes the inner shelf. A further and complemental definition
of the inner shelf is given by Weisberg et al. [2001] where the inner shelf, defined with respect to
vertically integrated vorticity, is the region where the primary vorticity balance is between the
bottom stress and bottom pressure torques, regardless of stratification.
Li and Weisberg [1999] define the outer shelf as the area of the shelf break where the
across-isobath flow is constrained by the stretching of planetary vorticity filaments and where
density and pressure effects of the adjacent ocean are established. Weisberg et al. [2009a]
further defines the outer shelf as the transition area where the deep-ocean processes are expected
to penetrate onto the shelf over a distance equal to the Rossby radius of deformation consistent
with previous studies by Kelly and Chapman [1988]. Also consistent with these arguments and
the inner shelf definition Weisberg et al. [2001] further defined the outer shelf by the primary
balance between the bottom pressure torque and the material rate of change of relative vorticity,
which is indicated by eddy-like motions.
The midshelf region is the remaining area between the inner and outer shelf. For the
WFS, the partial closure of the Florida Keys may result in a return flow and reversal in the across
shelf pressure gradient across the mid-shelf [Weisberg et al., 2005].
Based on the Li and Weisberg [1999] inner shelf definition, the De Soto Canyon is an
interesting case as it is an area in which the inner shelf extends beyond the shelf break [Weisberg
et al., 2009a]. Another example of a location with a wide inner shelf is the relatively broad,
shallow shelf off of northwest Africa, in which case Barton et al. [1977] found that the defining
conditions for the inner shelf extend to the shelf edge and result in upwelling into the surface
layer occurring close to the shelf edge.
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Further support for the dynamic separation of the inner and outer shelves is seen in the
variability of the current structure on the WFS. The along-shelf pressure gradient sets up in
opposition to the along shelf wind stress (local forcing), and it serves to decelerate the alongshelf currents relative to those that would other-wise exist under the wind stress alone [Weisberg
et al., 2005]. The inner shelf current behavior has been shown to be visually coherent with the
winds, suggesting that they are the main driving force for the currents over the inner shelf, a
finding which is also consistent with the observed turning in the implied surface and bottom
Ekman layers [Liu and Weisberg, 2005b, 2007]. However, neither the strong northward or
southward currents at the shelf break coincide with the wind events seen locally (local forcing),
but rather they appear to be driven by oceanic forcing (deep-ocean forcing): for instance see
Meyers et al. [2001]. This is in contrast to the inner-shelf region where the currents are wind
driven. The partitioning of the WFS dynamic regimes from the outer shelf to the nearshore
region is also summarized in Liu and Weisberg [2012].

2.3 Fresh Water Influx to the WFS
For the WFS, the largest riverine fresh water inflows are in the spring season and over the
northern portions of the WFS [Weisberg et al., 2005]. Direct discharge of fresh water onto the
WFS is accomplished by the multiple rivers in Florida (Figure 2.2). These rivers include but are
not limited to the Escambia River, Chipola River, Apalachicola River, Suwannee River,
Withlacoochee River, Peace River, and Caloosahatchee River, along with others that flow into
bays and estuaries prior to making their way to the actual WFS. The northern rivers provide a
drainage mechanism for the southeastern United States, peaking in the spring. The southern
Florida rivers get their waters from local fresh water inputs, which peak in the summer. The
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Mississippi River, while not directly discharging onto the WFS, still impacts the water properties
of the WFS and GOMEX. Hu et al. [2005] was able to confirm the Mississippi River plume had
the ability to remain a coherent feature over large distances (1000-2000 km) when entrained in
the LC-Florida Current-Gulf Stream system as far a distance as off the coast of Georgia in the

Figure 2.2: Map of the major rivers in Florida [Mapsofworld.com, 2013]

Atlantic via in situ observations and satellite imagery. Draining 41% of the continental United
States, the Mississippi River is the largest river in North America and ranks as the 8th largest
worldwide in terms of discharge mean 1.35± 0.2 x 104 m3s-1 based on 64 years of USGS data
[Hu et al., 2005]. Weisberg et al. [2005] discussed three mechanisms by which the Mississippi
River water can be advected south in the GOMEX. It can take the WFS route via wind and
buoyancy driven spring transition currents, use the direct LC entrainment option when the LC is
positioned far to the north, or indirectly use LC entrainment beginning with a circulation either
along the shelf or around eddies shed by the LC. By using the first option, the Mississippi River
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waters can make it onto the WFS and at times can be advected (while remaining on the shelf) as
far south as the Dry Tortugas [Oey et al., 2005; Weisberg et al., 2003].

2.4 Physical Processes on the WFS
2.4.1 Eddy Shedding and Impact on the WFS
In addition to the LC’s direct impact on the WFS affecting upwelling and water dynamics,
eddies are a mechanism which can help drive water exchange between the shelf and the deepocean waters, both as single eddies or as eddy pairs. Eddies are shed from the LC, and at times
are trapped by the topography along the shelf. This has been observed to happen at times for
relatively prolonged periods of more than a month [Hamilton and Lee, 2005]. The eddies can be
trapped near the De Soto Canyon or near the Dry Tortugas, making contact with the shelf slope.
When near the De Soto Canyon, the eastward surface jet that is found in the area can take
discharge from the Mississippi River and bring it to the outer WFS. The predominance of the
eastward jet and anticyclonic currents promotes upwelling at the head of the canyon and along
the shelf break of the WFS, where water is approximately 2ºC colder on average than further
west [Hamilton and Lee, 2005].
The vorticity flux over the shelf slope and rise is typically greater than the contribution
from wind stress curl [Schmitz et al., 2005]. When eddies are impinged near the Dry Tortugas for
a prolonged period of time, the resulting flows are significant. As the dynamic height of the LC
and associated eddy are relatively high, a pressure perturbation on the ambient fluid is exerted
and propagated along the isobaths due to continental shelf wave dynamics in the form of
continental shelf waves. With the WFS located in the northern hemisphere, the waves travel
north, propagating with the shallower water to the right. The resulting relatively high pressure on
the shelf slope in turn imposes a pressure gradient force stretching across the shelf slope to the
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Figure 2.3: Filament visible in the GOES SST on 15January 2004, denoted by the tongue of warmer SST
temperatures on the shelf [Barth et al., 2008].

shelf, supporting a geostrophic current flowing toward the south [Weisberg et al., 2014a]. It has
been found that the propagation of eddies in the GOMEX from the LC is caused mainly by the
vorticity component due to the gradient of ambient potential vorticity rather than advection
[Barth et al., 2008]. When considering the impact eddies from the LC play upon the WFS flow
and upwelling, it is important to note that they are less frequent than filaments (Figure 2.3)
reaching the shelf from the LC, but manage to play an equally important role in transporting LC
water onto the shelf due to their ability to transport more LC water than the filaments do, as
found via observations and model studies [Barth et al., 2008].

2.4.2 Loop Current and Impact on the WFS
Many studies of the LC have been conducted, to include Hurlburt and Thompson [1980]
who used a 1.5 and 2-layer barotropic model with bottom topography in the GOMEX to
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investigate the LC and its eddies. This particular model is what all the models since have been
compared to. Hetland et al. [1999] used satellite-tracked surface drifters to find the LC has
“mature” and “young” phases throughout its cycle, and the shelf-edge jet along the WFS was
able to be observed and verified to be pressure-induced, directly relative to the LC’s position.
Weisberg et al. [2005] studied the multiple time scales applicable to the various circulation
patterns on the WFS. It was found that on an inter-annual timescale (by using the results of
Hetland et al. [1999] as a prompt to control part of the open boundary in their model with a sea
level perturbation consistent with the edge of the LC making contact with the WFS slope), the
LC’s proximity to the WFS and its level of penetration into the GOMEX as a deep-ocean forcing
event was helpful in supporting the upwelling process over the shelf break. However, in addition
to the LC the local forcing effects and bottom Ekman layer transport were necessary to get the
cooler, inorganic nutrient rich waters to the shore and into the areas important to for fisheries
recruitment. By impinging on the WFS slope, the LC is able to increase the slopes of the
isotherms at the shelf break, and make it possible for the deeper waters to breach the shelf break
and make it up onto the shelf with the help of local forcing [Weisberg and He, 2003]. Meyers et
al. [2001] reported on a year-long study during which the LC impacted the central WFS three
times, amounting to a total of about 13% of the year, showing current reversals (up to 100 cm s-1)
occurring within a window of a few days. Similar LC intrusion cases were observed in 2000 and
2010 respectively [He and Weisberg, 2003; Liu et al., 2011a] A LC vortex was observed in
altimetry and reproduced in a model and subsequently studied in addition to using a tracer
experiment [Barth et al., 2008], looking at the movement of the LC eddy and the LC’s
impingement upon the WFS shelf slope and the resulting pressure changes.
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2.4.3 Near-Shore Upwelling
Sverdrup [1938] described an experiment off the coast of Port San Luis, California in
which a case of locally forced near-shore upwelling is identified, explored, and analyzed. The
work showed the development of a cellular region unlike any that had previously been described
as a product of the upwelling process. Building on this initial model of the cellular system for a
coastal upwelling system, Johnson and Killworth [1975] and later Werner [1987] used a model
to study shelf-break upwelling, and found that it is a consequence of the interaction between the
onshore Ekman transport in an upwelling system and the topographic change at the shelf break.
There are many types of upwelling, and they can be caused by a variety of triggers in
multiple environments. Generally, upwelling is wind-driven and as such, wherever winds act on
the surface of the ocean to make surface waters diverge horizontally this horizontal divergence is
compensated for by the upwelling of relatively colder water from depth [Summerhayes et al.,
1995]. The definition of coastal upwelling provided in Smith [1995] agrees with Summerhayes’
previous description, as he says it is the response of the coastal ocean to wind-induced
divergence in the surface boundary layer. The magnitude of wind-stress curl driven upwelling is
proportional to the wind-stress curl and inversely proportional to the Coriolis parameter at the
location.
Upwelling provides not only a new mass of water into an area, but in most instances it
also provides a temperature change (normally a decrease) and makes available inorganic
nutrients that had previously been sequestered at depth. As the original water mass vacates the
area of interest through divergence, a new (potentially inorganic nutrient-rich) water mass is
brought up on the principle of continuity of mass, helping to support the local ecosystem and in
the case of the WFS, allowing for specific regions of the shelf to not be oligotrophic for a time.
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Specifically for the WFS, the upwelling is primarily and most often coastal and wind driven (e.g.
[Liu and Weisberg, 2005a; 2007]. Due to the width of the WFS and the distance the deep-ocean
water needs to be transported to be impactful to the coastal areas, such upwelling tends to raise
only relatively shallow, inner shelf water [Weisberg et al., 2014a], which is often depleted of
nutrients compared to the more seaward, outer shelf waters which would have the stronger
possibility of having a beneficial impact to the shelf ecology.
The Taylor-Proudman theorem, through a combination of vorticity and mass
conservation, constrains water to flow along isobaths. The movement of water across (rather than
along) isobaths requires that the Taylor-Proudman constraint be broken either by frictional
boundary layers, time dependence, or a large Rossby number [Weisberg et al., 2005]. In areas
where the shelf is narrow (like the De Soto Canyon), eddies may result in flows across the
isobaths, elsewhere it is primarily the bottom Ekman layer in which across isobaths flow may be
observed.
The deep-ocean origin upwelling onto the outer shelf of the WFS can reach all the way
up to the inner shelf at times, as documented by Weisberg and He [2003] and Weisberg et al.
[2005] when cold water originating from the shelf break some 300-400 km away was observed
upwelling between Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor. An unexpected finding was that a strong
asymmetry exists in the responses to upwelling and downwelling favorable winds on the WFS.
The upwelling responses to favorable winds are larger and extend farther offshore than
downwelling. This is due in part to the along shelf component of vorticity and thermal wind
effects in relation to the bottom Ekman layer, which tends to be more developed under upwelling
conditions [Weisberg et al., 2005].
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2.4.4 Seasonal Variability
On the WFS, there is a strong seasonal circulation variability overlaid on long-term mean
upwelling currents, especially on the inner shelf region [Liu and Weisberg, 2012; Weisberg et al.,
2009b]. Generally, the winter tends towards an upwelling circulation and summer sees a
downwelling circulation as described in [Weisberg et al., 2005]. The largest monthly mean
velocities are found in the spring and late-summer to early-fall, which were accompanied by
large vertical sheer. In an experiment that attempted to bring clarity to the spring transition on
WFS, the strong currents seen at midshelf were explained based on the interactions between the
barotropic and baroclinic responses to wind and surface heat-fluxing forcing. The evolution of
the currents shows that an initially strong near-shore wind-driven current in March progressively
moves further offshore, becoming a shelf break current in May that is continuous from the
Mississippi River to the Dry Tortugas. This shelf break jet is maintained due to the baroclinic
current tendency, which is cyclonic around the spring cold tongue. This cold tongue allows for
the advection of Mississippi River water onto the WFS.
The fall sees a different circulation. The local forcing on the WFS is found to largely
control the inner shelf circulation, while the deep-ocean forcing of the LC provides
reinforcement for the midshelf currents, allowing the across shelf transports of the bottom
Ekman layer to increase. This increase helps to move the colder, inorganic nutrient-rich waters of
deep-ocean origin shoreward. By November, the shoreward-directed density gradient is
positioned farther offshore so the near-shore currents are primarily wind-driven, while the shelf
break currents are largely buoyancy-driven.
The seasonality of the WFS is supported by long term measurements of the currents
showing the varying background circulation and velocity fluctuations [Liu and Weisberg, 2012;
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Weisberg et al., 1996; 2009b], as well as the use of Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to pick up
some fluctuations that were unable to be noted using the traditional linear empirical orthogonal
function method, specifically that the spatial patterns extracted are asymmetric [Liu and
Weisberg, 2005b; 2007]. SOM allowed for the fall-winter circulation to be noted as
southeastward in the along-shelf direction with a coastal jet located around the 30 m isobath, and
near bottom currents have an obvious onshore component in the nearshore region. The summer
circulation shows weaker currents, in the northwestward direction on the inner shelf with a weak
current core around the 20-25 m isobaths. SOM was also able to detect inter-annual variations in
the dominant flow patterns [Liu and Weisberg, 2005b].
There is a robust seasonal cycle in velocity found in long-term moored observations on
the inner WFS. Seaward from about the 50 m isobath, the seasonal variations are less
pronounced. Over the outer shelf and near the southwestern end of the WFS, the seasonal
variations are obscured by the deep ocean influences [Liu and Weisberg, 2012]. The seasonal
variations in sea level are also robust, but unlike the velocity, these extend across the entire WFS
and into the deep GOMEX [Liu and Weisberg, 2012].
Additional seasonal changes that occur on the WFS are those of SST [He and Weisberg,
2003; Liu et al., 2006] and iron concentrations. The SST adjusts seasonally in part due to
hurricane/tropical storm activity. The latent heat released from the passage of a tropical system
(hurricane season in the Atlantic is 01JUN-30NOV) out of the surface waters of the Atlantic,
Caribbean and GOMEX is transported into the atmosphere and advected into the upper levels,
condensing into rain and then falling again on the waters, helping to decrease the SSTs again in
the cycle [Virmani and Weisberg, 2006]. The iron concentrations in the summer months on the
WFS are controlled primarily by the riverine inputs and the Saharan dust traveling from Africa in
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the trade winds [Lenes et al., 2008]. Observations taken in Miami, Florida have shown that the
maximum concentrations of Saharan dust in the air occur between June and August. The large
increase in atmospheric iron (many times between 3 and 30 times the normal background levels),
help to support an increase in Trichodesmium erythraeum (T.E) on the WFS up to 100-fold as it
is deposited into the water column from the atmosphere. T.E has been shown to support the
growth and blooms of the toxic red-tide dinoflagellate (K.brevis) by assisting with the elevated
nitrogen levels and nitrogen fixing that K. brevis needs to have a sustainable, substantial bloom
on the WFS. The T.E. is iron and phosphorous limited, so the substantial increase in iron
concentrations led to a substantial increase in the amount of T.E. in the area [Lenes et al., 2008].
2.4.5 Inter-Annual Variability
The WFS sees a strong inter-annual variation as well as the seasonal shifts previously
discussed. Each year is not the same dynamically or otherwise. Occasionally, there are vast
anomalies, such as in 1998. Weisberg et al. [2005] and Walsh et al. [2003] showed that in 1998,
the entire WFS was involved in the upwelling of the deep-ocean water onto the shelf break.
Normally, this upwelling occurs due to the impetus of the LC on the shelf break at one location
or another on the WFS. In 1998, the entire WFS was able to be involved in the deep water
upwelling across the shelf break due to anomalies in the local forcing (wind) combined with the
anomalies in the deep-ocean forcing (LC and coastal jets). The anomalies with the deep-ocean
forcing occurred due to the LC impinging on the WFS in the vicinity of the Dry Tortugas, and
this not only set the WFS currents into motion throughout the shelf, but also helped to
precondition the isotherms along the shelf slope so that the local forcing (wind) was capable of
driving these past the shelf break. The impact of the LC at the Dry Tortugas was verified with
altimetry SSH analysis, and it was determined the impact occurred from spring into fall of 1998.
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Looking back through the altimetry record (to 1993), there are very few such impacts of the LC
at the Dry Tortugas. When such an impact occurs, the WFS as a whole responds due to the
pressure perturbation that is able to propagate along the isobaths up the shelf as a continental
shelf wave [Barth et al., 2008; Hetland et al., 1999; Weisberg and He, 2003].
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CHAPTER 3
QUESTION #1
3.1 Abstract
Deep-ocean and local forcing effects and the resulting connectivities between regions of
the WFS are investigated using five case studies in 2007 and 2012. A case of primarily deepocean forcing is considered via a 45-day timeframe of upwelling, while a comparative 45-day
local forcing study is conducted during a downwelling event. The primarily local forcing
investigation is supported with three additional case studies, specifically two cold front passages
(2007, 2012) and Tropical Storm Debby (AL042012). Particle trajectory calculations are
completed for all case studies both at the surface and at the bottom of the water column along
seven transects spanning the breadth of the WFS. Basic statistics that include mean particle
displacement, mean transport direction, and standard deviation of particles that originated
outside of the Florida Panhandle (specifically east of 86° W) are calculated. The largest
connectivity extent between various WFS regions (specifically those that are close to the coast
and estuaries) is provided by the deep-ocean forcing scenario, rather than the primarily local
forcing scenario, although a combination of the two is most effective. While the overall
displacement of particles is larger at the surface during the local forcing driven scenarios, these
particles tend to be transported either to the outer shelf or downwelled rather than being useful
for advecting inorganic nutrients to the near shore.
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3.2 Tools
3.2.1 Model
Model simulation/hindcast information from the West Florida Coastal Ocean Model
(WFCOM) consisting of the Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) nested in the Gulf
of Mexico Hybrid Coastal Ocean Model (GOM HYCOM) were used in this study for the
purpose of comparing particle trajectory calculations in multiple locations during unique events.
FVCOM was originally developed at the University of Georgia in 1999 by Chen, Liu and

Figure 3.1: Modules of FVCOM and their plug-in features. [Chen, 2013]

Beardsley. The original version was able to simulate the 3-D currents and transport within an
estuary/tidal creek/inter-tidal salt marsh complex [Boucher et al., 2013]. The model was
officially submitted to the Journal of Atmospheric and Ocean Technology and published in 2003.
Through various updates, FVCOM now has a variety of functions to include (but not limited to)
forecast modeling, research modeling, 2D and 3D, ecology modeling, and works through a plugin module system (Figure 3.1).
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What makes FVCOM different from other models available? The most difficult problems
with modeling coastal areas are resolving irregular coastal geometry and conserving heat,
momentum and mass. FVCOM combines the benefits of two popular previously developed
model types, the finite difference (FD) and finite element (FE) styles [Chen et al., 2013a]. It is
computationally efficient in the FD style, while having good geographical flexibility via the use
of an unstructured mesh as the FE style of models do (Figure 3.2). FVCOM is a globally used
model, with more than 1000 users/institutions in 38 countries applying the model to their
research questions [Chen, 2013].
FVCOM is widely applicable both in specific fields of research as well as geographic
regions. It has been used to investigate the circulation of the Tampa Bay estuary system
[Weisberg and Zheng, 2006a], hurricane storm surge in two and three-dimensions [Chen et al.,
2014b; Weisberg et al., 2009a; Weisberg and Zheng, 2006b, c], inundation calculations

Figure 3.2: Graphic comparing the basic difference between structured (left) and unstructured (right) grid
approaches. [Chen, 2013]

[Chen et al., 2014a], an estuary system with complicated coastline and geometry requiring
resolution to include creeks and multiple narrow channels [Zheng and Weisberg, 2010], the
effects of deepening and widening a shipping channel [Zhu et al., 2015], larvae tracking due to
dynamics in environment for recruitment information [Boucher et al., 2013; Huret et al., 2007;
Weisberg et al., 2014b], investigating plankton blooms [Ji et al., 2006; Ji et al., 2007], and
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copepod transport and retention [Johnson et al., 2006] to name a few. FVCOM can be coupled
with other models as demonstrated in the example of Johnson et al. [2006] to a NPZD (nitrogen,
phytoplankton, microzooplankton, detritus) model. Other applications include nutrient flux via
tidal pumping [Hu et al., 2008] and nitrogen cycles examination [Ji et al., 2007]. Estuarine and
shelf hydrodynamics [Chen et al., 2013b; Chen et al., 2003], cross-frontal transport [Isobe and
Beardsley, 2006] and the modeling of eddy formation [Chen et al., 2014b] have also all found
significant applicability of the FVCOM. Sediment transport [Lee et al., 2007] is an additional
application that has accomplished by incorporating the USGS sediment concentration field
measurements and scales.
An additional benefit of FVCOM is its ability to have its boundary conditions driven by a
larger scale model. HYCOM has been used as a boundary model [Zheng and Weisberg, 2012]
for not only FVCOM, but also for ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) on the WFS
[Barth et al., 2008]. HYCOM is a well-tested and validated model for the basin scale. By using
the HYCOM output for the large-scale to drive a regional model on the WFS (such as the
FVCOM or ROMS), it allows for the strengths of each model to be taken advantage of. HYCOM
is a model run by the US Navy. It is a data-assimilative hybrid isopycnal-sigma-pressure
coordinate ocean model, meaning that it uses the vertical coordinate system it deems best for
each individual location or depth which allows it the flexibility of choosing either an isopycnal, z
or σ coordinate system. Driving the boundary conditions of FVCOM with HYCOM takes
advantage of these benefits.
Zheng and Weisberg [2012] describe FVCOM with boundary conditions driven by
specific parameters of the Global HYCOM (referred to as the West Florida Coastal Ocean model
or WFCOM) and its features, configuration, grid, tidal constituents (8 used) and other details
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while testing the model against in situ data for the year 2007. The goal of the particular study
was to use the model setup to effectively downscale for physical processes from the open water
of the GOMEX across the WFS and into the estuaries. The variables used for forcing the open
boundary of WFCOM were sea level, water velocity, and temperature. WFCOM is
atmospherically forced by NOAA’s North American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) for the
entirety of the data sets used in this study.

Figure 3.3: WFCOM domain and unstructured grid used for this study. The resolution is approximately 12 km at the
model boundary, and increases to 150 m in the estuaries with the majority of the grid having a resolution of 250 m 500 m.

The setup proved appropriate with a couple of noted issues. The issues identified were 1neither the Global HYCOM nor FVCOM handled the seasonal sea level fluctuations for the area,
and 2- errors in HYCOM may be propagated via the one-way nesting scheme through the
FVCOM domain. The second error was able to be identified by comparing the influenced
modeled velocity field with velocity observed from moored buoys. Improvements were
subsequently made to the nested FVCOM setup of Zheng and Weisberg [2012], and these are
discussed in Weisberg et al. [2014b]. The version of WFCOM used here has an increased
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domain (Figure 3.3), stretching past the De Soto Canyon around the northern edge of the
GOMEX to include the Mississippi River Delta, and is nested in the GOM HYCOM (resolution
1/25°) rather than the Global HYCOM (1/12°) providing an improved resolution in the outer
domain of the nested setup. This version of FVCOM also has an increased number of sigma
levels from 21 to 31 to provide increased vertical resolution.

3.2.2 Data Sets
Stored WFCOM information: WFCOM model simulations (from year 2004 through 2014) were
run prior to the onset of this project. The resulting data fields were put into NetCDF files upon
completion and were used for the specific data calls and trajectory calculations as detailed in
section 3.3. The calculations for particle trajectories were calculated using the hourly mean data
in the NetCDF files. Quasi-isopycnal particle trajectories are the preferred method for use in this
study because a Lagrangian fluid parcel without changing its density cannot cross an isopycnal
surface. Mixing as occurs within an Eulerian simulation allows the fluid parcel to change its
density so the combination of the Eulerian simulation and the quasi-isopycnal, Lagrangian
particle trajectory calculation provides a reasonable approach to determining fluid pathways for
this study.
Buoy 42039 Meteorological Data: Historical meteorological data is used from NOAA’s National
Data Buoy Center’s website for Buoy 42039 which is located approximately 115 nm ESE of
Panama City, Florida. The data encompasses the timeframes for Front 1 (18-28APR2012) and
Front 2 (13-18APR2007). The raw data is analyzed for narrowing down the timing of the cold
fronts at the buoy’s location for each front, helping to further classify the fronts as well as
calculating a horizontal speed of passage for the fronts over the WFS.
Satellite Altimetry Data: As a supportive tool used for indicating the proximity of the LC and
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potential impingements upon the WFS, satellite altimetry data is used (Figure 3.4). The Mean
Dynamic Topography (MDT) auxiliary data from AVISO [Rio et al., 2011] is added to the
Ssalto/Duacs gridded Sea Level Anomaly (MSLA) data to get absolute sea surface height.
Surface geostrophic velocities are then derived. The details of this procedure are described in Liu
et al. [2011a] and Liu et al. [2014]. Of note, it is clear by looking at the series of graphics that the
45-day case study starting in January 2007 was at a time free of LC impingement (deep-ocean
forcing), while the case starting in late March 2007 was an instance with considerably more LC
impingement on the WFS.

Figure 3.4: AVISO Monthly snapshot of altimetry data showing the Loop Current in 2007. Sea surface heights are
shown in color contours (with higher values in red) and geostrophic velocity vectors are indicated in arrows. The
200 m isobath is also shown as a thick black line.

KSRQ Meteorological Observational Data: Historical observation data is used from The Weather
Company owned website www.weatherunderground.com for the meteorological observations at
KSRQ (Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport) for the timeframes encompassing the case
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studies Front 1 (18-28APR2012) and Front 2 (13-18APR2007). The observations are used for
narrowing down the passage of the cold front in Sarasota to find the horizontal speed of the front
as it traversed the breadth of the WFS.
Salinity and Near-Surface Current Simulations: These graphics are an automatically generated
product that is published each day by Dr. Zheng of the University of South Florida’s Ocean
Circulation Group on his research-publishing website http://ocgweb.marine.usf.edu/~zheng/ .
The product (Figure 3.5) is an overlay of the WFCOM near surface current (displayed as vectors)
and the salinity (displayed as a color scale).

Figure 3.5: Example of WFCOM simulated daily-mean near surface current and salinity product from Dr. Zheng’s
research website (link detailed above). This particular image is simulated for 19JUN2012.

FVCOM 3.5-day Forecasted Trajectories: These graphics are another automatically generated
product that is published each day by the University of South Florida’s Ocean Circulation Group
on their website http://ocgweb.marine.usf.edu/. The product is a 3.5-day trajectory calculation
based on the previous FVCOM domain (not that of WFCOM). The product plots the trajectories
both with starting points at the surface and at the bottom along 4 transects running east to west
across the broadest part of the WFS (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Example of FVCOM daily forecasted trajectories starting at the surface (black) and bottom (red) for a
3.5-day period. The product is from the USFCMS Ocean Circulation Group website
(http://ocgweb.marine.usf.edu/Models/FVCOM/fvcom_index.html). This particular image is forecast for
19JUN2012.

3.3

Experiment Design

Question: Under primarily deep-ocean or local forcing influences, what are the ranges of
upwelling and advection of water parcels both vertically and horizontally across the various
regions of the WFS?
i.

Given a period of time when we know the deep-ocean influence was strong on the
WFS, what were the pathways of water parcel delivery from the region of the
shelf slope to the near shore?
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ii.

Given a period of time when we know the local forcing influence was strong on
the WFS, what were the pathways of water parcel advection across the WFS?

By answering the two sub-questions, a more holistic approach to the primary question is possible.
The first sub-question (steps 1 and 2 below) is specifically geared towards a period of time
when the deep-ocean influence on the WFS was considerable. The case study that was used to
investigate this question is the 45-day period of 29 March -13 May 2007, which was chosen for
this study due to a) its prevalent upwelling across the shelf break, b) the impact of the Loop
Current on the overall WFS circulation (Figure 3.4), c) the prior work done investigating the red
tide event of that summer in Walsh et al. [2009] and d) the research regarding the movement of
gag grouper larvae that spring in Weisberg et al. [2014b].
1-

Trajectory calculations were initiated forward in time at the shelf break (75 m)
along the entirety of the WFS, spanning the 45 days defined previously. The
output provided details a new location (horizontal, vertical, and grid cell) as well
as density, and temperature (°C) data every hour as the particles are advected. See
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 for specifics regarding the particle trajectories and the
model data used.

2-

Trajectory calculations were also initiated along 7 transects along the bottom of
the water column simultaneously during the 45-day period spanning the WFS
from south of Marcos Island to Pensacola (Figure 3.7 and Table 1). These
locations were chosen based on their marking the extent of the WFS, locations of
interesting changes bathymetrically, and for their fisheries, recruitment, and
nutrient transport importance.
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Table 1: Transect end points.
Pensacola
Panama
Big
City
Bend

Cedar
Key

Tampa
Bay

Sanibel
Island

30.3

30.1

29.76

29.3

27.69

26.69

South of
Marcos
Island
25.5

87.3

85.75

84.5

83.25

82.8

82.3

81.26

29.15

29.15

28.39

27.92

27.23

26.15

25.5

87.3

86.36

85.54

85.18

84.8

84.45

84.45

Latitude
(degrees N)
Longitude
(degrees W)
Latitude
(degrees N)
Longitude
(degrees W)

Shoreward

Shelfward

Figure 3.7: Transects and particle trajectory starting points in relation to the coastline of Florida (red) and the open
boundary of the model domain (blue solid line).

The second sub-question (steps 3-4 below) is specifically regarding a time of weak deepocean forcing influence. Multiple time frames were considered appropriate for this particular
question. For comparison purposes to sub-question 1, the 45 days spanning 01JAN-15FEB2007
are considered.
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3-

Step 1 was repeated for the new timeframe.

4-

Step 2 was repeated for the new timeframe.

To facilitate finding the range of vertical and horizontal advection due to local forcing
(continuing to address sub-question 2), two synoptic scale meteorological frontal passages are
investigated across the WFS using the same transects specified previously, then compared to the
extreme example of a tropical storm going through the area and making landfall in Florida from
the GOMEX. The two fronts considered are in April 2007 and April 2012 and the tropical storm
to be considered is Debby (AL042012). These case studies provide a thorough approach to the
local forcing effects and particle advection maximum and minimums at depth and at the surface,
allowing for a more complete comparison to be made against the deep-ocean forcing studied in
March through May 2007 in sub-question 1.
The two cold fronts mentioned previously in April 2012 (Figure 3.8) and April 2007 (Figure
3.9) are displayed in Figure 3.10, and analyzed for speed and classification by comparing the
meteorological data from the NDBC buoy 42039 (bottom panel), and the KSRQ (top panel)
observations. Figure 3.10 is a dual panel of the surface analysis product made my NOAA’s
Hydrometeorological Prediction Center for Front 1 and 2, with both images being in local time.
When comparing the data in all three figures, it is imperative to note the buoy data is in GMT,
and the KSRQ and surface analysis graphic data are in EST time. For Figures 3.8-3.10, EST is
four hours behind GMT. So 6 am in the buoy data (GMT) is 2 am in the KSRQ and surface
analysis graphic (EST) time. Figure 3.8 and 3.10 (left panel) support a cold front passage at buoy
42039 for Front 1 at 2 am EST (6 am GMT), and passing KSRQ at 7 am EST (11 am GMT) the
same day, indicating the front traveled 336 km horizontally in 5 hours (67.2 kph or 36.4 kts)
making it a fast moving front. Figure 3.9 and 3.10 (right panel) support a cold front passage at
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Figure 3.8: Top panel is KSRQ meteorological observations (Front 1) 1828APR2012 [Weatherunderground, 2015]. Bottom panel is temperature and
air pressure records at Buoy 42039 [Center, 2015].

Figure 3.9: Top panel is KSRQ meteorological observations (Front 2) 1318APR2007 [Weatherunderground, 2015]. Bottom panel is temperature and
air pressure records at Buoy 42039 [Center, 2015].

Figure 3.10: Surface analysis products from NOAA’s Hydrometeorological Prediction
Center for Front 1 (22APR2012, 0700 EST) in the left panel [Otto, 2007], and Front 2
(15APR2007, 0700 EST) in the right panel [Monarski, 2012].
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buoy 42039 for Front 2 at 5 am EST (9 am GMT), and passing KSRQ at 11 am EST (3 pm GMT)
the same day, indicating the front traveled the 336 km horizontally in 6 hours (56 kph or 30.3
kts). Based on their characteristics and speeds, these two fronts are comparable.
The main difference between the two fronts is that Front 1 provides a strictly local forcing
effect on the waters of the WFS, while Front 2 occurred with a moderate amount of deep-ocean
forcing at the same time on the WFS. This means the resulting effects of the water flow and
trajectories may be different due to a difference in forcing. Specifically for Front 1 and 2, the
seven transects were used again for starting points of the particle trajectory calculations both
along the bottom and at the surface of the water column, allowing the results to be comparable to
those from TS Debby and each other.
Tropical Storm Debby (23-27JUN2012) had a central pressure of 990mb, and maximum
sustained winds of 55kts. She made landfall in the Big Bend region of Florida (Figure 3.11) near
Steinhatchee, FL. The impact of Debby’s passage across the WFS is investigated by comparing
particle trajectory calculations both at the surface and at depth along the seven transects defined
previously across the WFS for the timeframe of 19JUN-01JUL2012. The time period
investigated allows for the consideration of the approach, passage, landfall, and subsequent
weakening of the storm.
In addition to looking at the multi-day particle trajectory calculations at the surface and at
depth using WFCOM along the seven transects across the WFS, a series of daily FVCOM
forecasted trajectories (each displaying a 3.5-day forecast) for the surface and bottom of the
water column encompassing the WFS area from Naples to the Big Bend region are also
considered.
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By comparing the two fronts as well as the information from TS Debby which had little
to no deep-ocean forcing at the time, an initial estimation about the importance of local and

Figure 3.11: Tropical Storm Debby’s track. [Kimberlain, 2013]

deep-ocean forcing in how they affect overall particle trajectories on the WFS will be able to be
compared to the two 45-day particle trajectory calculations that were also run during the times of
primarily local forcing and primarily deep-ocean forcing.

3.4 Design Limitations and Assumptions
The study is limited by the tools used and by the specific case studies investigated. The
WFCOM domain in itself is also a limitation. While significantly improved from the FVCOM
domain previously used to study the area of interest on the WFS, it is still limited in its scope as
it does not include the entirety of the GOMEX, and instead must be nested into a larger regional
scale model. The WFCOM data used are simulated data, and although these have been
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quantitatively assessed relative to in situ observations in previous studies, they remain modelsimulated data subject to errors in offshore boundary values, local forcing and model
parameterizations and resolution.
The timeframes chosen for the case studies limit the investigation in that the upwelling in
the March-May 2007 timeframe is not the peak of the upwelling event locally, but rather is the
beginning of the event. This 45-day period as well as that of the January-February period in 2007,
while good examples of local forcing and deep-ocean forcing, they deliberately do not overlap
timeframes previously studied and published by others so the works can be looked at from a
more holistic view of the WFS for the entirety of the 2007 year, rather than as overlapping
piecemeal works.

3.5 Data Analysis Methods
For all the five case studies investigated for both sub-questions in this portion of the
exploratory study conducted, trajectory calculations were done starting with particles released at
the surface and at depth. Each of these resulting data sets was then analyzed for general statistics.
The initial release location was compared to the final location for each particle trajectory
calculation. The difference in position (displacement) was computed irrespective of the path the
particle took to get there, so the resulting distance was viewed as a straight-line distance traveled
horizontally across the WFS in meters. Each transect for each timeframe was then considered
individually for the average distance travelled in the east-west and north-south directions in
addition to considering all particles in total between all the transects. This average distance
traveled by all the particles from all transects for each timeframe was used as the mean for each
data set. The scatter plots specifically do not include particles originating west of 86°W, or the
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Pensacola or Panama City transects as they are all in the Florida Panhandle. Due to the almost 90°
turn from the overall direction of the majority of the rest of the WFS and the significant
narrowing of the shelf itself due to the presence of the De Soto Canyon, the data is not

Figure 3.12: Example of particle trajectory displacement plot used for displaying the mean, standard deviation from
the mean of the data set, and overall movement for a set timeframe and location. This particular example is a 15 day
window from 29MAR-12APR 2007, encompassing the five transects on the WFS proper, not including those
originating in the Florida Panhandle. This example specifically displays particles released at the surface at the
beginning of the timeframe. The standard deviation plot is centered on the mean displacement, and the angle of
offset from True North is indicated by the tilt in the major axis in the clockwise direction.

considered in the graphics or the numerical results displayed in Table 2. Though they are not
considered in the statistics, they are still displayed in the particle trajectory calculation graphics.
Figure 3.12 serves as an example of the statistics display used for each trajectory calculation time
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frame. For reference when considering the amount of displacement shown in the graphics, each
degree of latitude is ~111km, and each degree of longitude is ~97km.

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Sub-question 1: Deep-ocean forcing; Material advection from the shelf break
This sub-question focuses on the 45-day period of 29MAR-13MAY2007 using both the
shelf break as the starting point for particle trajectory calculations as well as the seven transects
across the WFS.

Figure 3.13: Near-bottom release of particles along the 75 m isobath (shelf-break) along the WFS, 29MAR13MAY2007. The left panel color is saturated as the particles near the De Soto Canyon and the mouth of the
Mississippi River are at a depth greater than the 300 m the colorbar extends to. This was done intentionally so there
would be a measure of detail available in the color differences for the rest of the particles in the figure. The right
panel statistical graphic shows the standard deviation along the major and minor axis for the data set, as well as the
mean displacement of the set (shown by the center of the ellipse). The x-axis represents the displacement in
kilometers in the east-west direction, with negative values corresponding to westward. The y-axis is north-south
displacement, with negative values corresponding to southward displacement.

This particular timeframe was chosen as a comparison to the JAN 2007 timeframe used
in sub-question 2. It is a period of anomalous upwelling, and shows the responses of the surface
and bottom water particles to a primarily deep-ocean driven upwelling event on the shelf. This
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specific case study is highly influenced by the LC as it impinged upon the shelf slope early in the
timeframe. As the period progressed, the impingement and strength of the LC and subsequent
deep-ocean forcing effects increased as the upwelling scenario developed, with the peak
upwelling across the shelf occurring after the conclusion of the 45-day timeframe. The 45-day
trajectory calculations of particles released along the 75 m isobath near the bottom of the water
column are shown in Figure 3.13 (left panel). With few exceptions the particles clearly
demonstrate the upwelling occurring across the shelf, driven by the bottom boundary layer
dynamics and deep-ocean forcing.
Table 2: Statistic results for particle trajectory calculations.

(all units in km)*
Study 1-ShelfBreak
Study 1- Surface
Study 1- Surface
1st 15 days
Study 1- Surface
2nd 15 days
Study 1- Surface
3rd 15 days
Study 1- Bottom
Study 2- ShelfBreak
Study 2- Surface

Mean
East-West
(+) (-)

Mean
North-South
(+) (-)

Standard
Deviation
(major axis)

Standard
Deviation
(minor axis)

Degrees of offset from
True North
(clockwise (+),
counterclockwise (-))

120.2

-135.0

104.8

61.4

-13.2°

-5.8

-219.7

171.1

54.8

-14.3°

10.8

-107.6

85.5

50.2

-12.0°

-8.1

-83.6

114.4

23.8

-0.2°

-8.8

-27.9

66.3

15.8

8.1°

67.4

-71.8

101.5

51.3

-38.9°

-104.3

48.6

143.8

59.4

-65.9°

-186.3

90.3

151.4

87.4

-30.8°

-0.7
-4.3
98.7
34.0
-58.3°
Study 2- Bottom
Study 3- Front 1
19.7
-13.2
30.7
23.0
-22.5°
Surface
Study 3- Front 1
16.3
-11.9
27.0
13.4
-22.5°
Bottom
Study 4- Front 2
20.7
-63.5
57.4
25.5
-8.1°
Surface
Study4- Front 2
16.3
-23.4
35.7
17.6
-18.9°
Bottom
Study 5- TS
-35.0
50.4
89.7
73.4
-41.9°
Debby Surface
Study 5- TS
8.2
-6.1
29.7
17.7
-27.6°
Debby Bottom
* Values calculated including any data points that exited the model domain in the timeframe. All data points outside
of the Florida Panhandle were used.
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Figure 3.13 (right panel) shows the statistics for the entirety of the data set that was
calculated. The trajectories displayed in the left panel are limited to a sample of 22 of the 73
calculated for the sake of not having an overly cluttered graphic. The details of the statistics are
provided in Table 2 for all five case studies examined in this chapter. The majority of the
particles in the data set displaced primarily to the southeast, which is to be expected for the
location and timeframe of these particles. If they had been released later in the upwelling
scenario when it was fully developed (after the 45-day period, which is outside of the scope of
this project), they would have had a larger eastward trajectory.
When looking at the right panel of Figure 3.13 there are two lines that run almost vertical
which require further explanation. These odd arrangements are due to the particles leaving the
model domain and similar groupings can be found in a few of the graphics that will be discussed
in this chapter. These particular groupings demonstrate that two groups of the particles moved in

Figure 3.14: Near-surface release of particles along seven transects, 29MAR-13MAY2007.

the same general pattern, towards the same exit point of the model domain. In this specifice
instance, the particles leaving the model domain are those along the southern portion of the WFS
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(particles to the south of approximately 27°N), while the rest of the particles that are more
random in appearance are from the northern portion of the shelf.
Considering now the surface released particles (Figure 3.14) along the seven transects
rather than along the shelf break, there is some movement towards shore particularly in the
northern parts of the shelf, though the majority of the particles are displaced away from the shore.
There is quite a bit of advection along the ~100 m isobath area as a large amount of the particles
converge and flow southward, many leaving the model domain. Again, the semi-straight lines
(this time horizontally oriented) in the right panel of Figure 3.14 are due to particles leaving the
model domain as in Figure 3.13. Many of the particles made it out of the model domain due to
the long timeframe and the speeds at which they were being advected. In order to address the
actual particle movements with as little domain boundary interference as possible, the dataset
was split into three smaller pieces, each 15 days long (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15: The surface particle trajectories from the 45-day period starting 29MAR2007 split into three 15-day
periods (left to right).
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When comparing the data displayed in the right panel of Figure 3.14 to those of Figure
3.15, the decision to split the timeframe into more manageable pieces for the purpose of
mitigating the model domain boundary is supported as the right choice. By looking at Table 2 the
smaller timeframes provide a clearer picture of the movement of the particles over time. In the
first timeframe (Figure 3.15 left panel), the data has a mean displacement to the southeast.
Compared to that of the next 15-day period (middle panel), the overall flow was almost entirely
in the southward direction, albeit with less total displacement than the first 15-day period. The
mean of the particle displacements were to the west, with a very small standard deviation in the
east west direction, suggesting little across shelf transport, and primarily down-shelf transport
instead.
The final 15 days of the 45-day period (Figure 3.15 right panel) showed a small standard
deviation in the minor axis direction as well, but the overall advection speed was less. This is
also the first time a positive angle of inclination is seen in the transport over the course of the 45day period. The average advection of the data in the east-west direction was comparable to that
of the previous 15-day period, but again the total displacement was considerably less
(~83.6km/15day vs. ~27.9 km/15day) in the southward direction.
A point of caution for these three breakdowns is that the information is skewed. Of the
100 particles tracked during the 45-day period, only 26 of them were still in the model domain
during the last 15-day period, compared to the previous 15 days which was able to track 62
particles in the domain, and the first 15-day period which saw all 100 particles initially in the
domain. This oddity means the overall statistics are more strongly skewed to the origin in the
later portions of the 45-day run as a larger percentage of the particles had exited the domain as
time progressed.
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To this point, the only bottom released particles that have been discussed are those
released along the 75 m isobath. When considering the particles released at the bottom of the
water column along the seven transects (Figure 3.16), the flow is a little more coherent and
slower. These particles were released in the bottom boundary layer across the breadth of the
WFS and a good portion of the shelf slope in many cases. The comparatively smooth trajectories
calculated are due to the dynamic restrictions the particles must adhere to in the bottom boundary
layer, and the relatively consistent forcing mechanisms the particles experience over the
timeframe. The particles that made the largest advection were those from the midshelf area and

Figure 3.16: Near-bottom release of particles along seven transects, 29MAR-13MAY2007. Once again, the color in
the left panel is saturated as the particles near the De Soto Canyon are at a depth greater than the 300 m the colorbar
extends to. This was done intentionally so there would be a measure of detail available in the color differences for
the rest of the particles in the image.

the outer shelf. They had comparatively longer trajectories than those in the inner shelf. Many of
the particles that were released on the shelf slope and rise originally advected northward, then
reversed direction part way through the period and advected southward with the rest of the
particles. From the Tampa transect north, the outermost particles tended to downwell and leave
the model domain rather quickly, compared to the particles on the shelf, which tended to upwell
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slightly, and flow generally along-isobath with time. Many of the very near shore particles
upwelled and were transported into local estuaries or other bodies of water, remaining trapped
close to the coast. The right panel of Figure 3.16 shows the significant mean transport was to the
southeast, with a larger standard deviation along the major axis direction by almost twice as
much as that of the minor axis direction. The plot itself is organized primarily with the
northernmost transect considered (Big Bend) plotting to the farthest left of the ellipse.
Progressively working southward through the transects on the WFS, the displacements plot to the
southeast roughly along the major axis, with the exception being the clear horizontal line of
particles from approximately (50,-150) to (130,-130) which is from the Sanibel Island transect.
Largely, the deep-ocean forcing that played a primary role in the 45-day period of
29MAR-13MAY2007 on the WFS supported upwelling, across shelf transport, and significant
advection speeds at various areas of the shelf. Most notable of these were the areas on the shelf
slope and rise, as they were impacted the most directly by the LC and associated deep-ocean
forcing mechanisms. The mid and outer shelf, however, also saw some large amounts of
transport throughout the period, both at surface and at depth. While the surface particle
trajectories were more irregular and variable in their actual paths due to the additional forcing of
local winds, overall the entirety of the WFS was impacted in some way by the upwelling
scenario, even though this time period wasn’t at the height of the event.
Considering the connectivity of various parts of the WFS, the surface (Figure 3.14 left
panel) does not provide a significant amount of connectivity between the estuaries and other
near-shore areas. The locations of connectivity are more in the Panhandle as the particles that
make it around the De Soto Canyon work their way shoreward and towards the waterways along
the coast. The rest of the particles were primarily advected out towards midshelf rather than up
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along the coastline. The strongest horizontal advection at the bottom of the water column (Figure
3.16 left panel) appears to be in the midshelf region where the velocities are the largest. The
connectivity enabled by the bottom transport between locations is much more prevalent than that
provided at the surface. There are a number of particles that end up in the Tampa Bay area from
midshelf off the Cedar Key transect and the Big Bend transect. The same can be said of the
Sanibel Island area.
3.6.2 Sub-question 2: Local forcing; Extreme and Moderate case studies
This sub-question starts by addressing the 45-day period of 01JAN-15FEB2007, then
proceeds to investigate the two frontal passage case studies, and concludes with the case study of
the extreme local forcing event of TS Debby (AL042012).

Figure 3.17: Near-bottom release of particles along the 75 m isobath (shelf-break) along the WFS, 01JAN15FEB2007. The left panel color is saturated as the particles near the De Soto Canyon and the mouth of the
Mississippi River are at a depth greater than the 300 m the colorbar extends to. This was done intentionally so there
would be a measure of detail available in the color differences for the rest of the particles in the figure.

The 45-day period was chosen due to it being a timeframe with little/no deep-ocean
forcing effects, allowing the advection of the particles to be driven almost exclusively by local
forcing. The time period is one of primarily downwelling, with the particle trajectory
calculations clearly showing this.
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Figure 3.17 shows the particle trajectories along the 75 m isobath (same points used as in
the previous section) 01JAN-15FEB 2007. The left panel shows the particles’ primarily along
isobath advection for the majority of the shelf, mostly to the north. The advection is very slight
due to the lack of LC interaction or other deep-ocean forcing effects. As one looks at the Florida
Panhandle and De Soto Canyon portions of the WFS, there is still a clear tendency for the
particles to be transported north along their isobath and the northern-most edge of the Canyon,
but there is also some significant downwelling occurring as demonstrated by those particles that
are transported deeper in the water column (greens and reds on the graphic). These particles were
downwelled to a deeper isobath offshore of the Big Bend area then slowly advected towards the
De Soto Canyon at which point many of them downwelled farther as they continued their
journey towards the Mississippi/Louisiana shelf. Figure 3.17 (right panel) shows the particle
displacements during the timeframe. Worth mentioning is the lack of straight line groupings as
was displayed in the upwelling timeframe previous discussed in section 3.6.1. The vast majority
of these particles remained in the model domain through the entirety of the timeframe. The
average advection was strongly to the west and moderately north. The majority of the deviation
was in the major axis direction, though it was comparable to that of the March 75 m isobath
(Figure 3.13) deviation. This particular standard deviation is greater than all the others in the
entirety of this study (with the exception of the surface particles released for both 45-day
periods), suggesting the particles did not advect uniformly in their direction or distance over the
course of the timeframe as occurred in the other case studies.
The particles released along the seven transects at the surface (Figure 3.18 panels A and
C) over the same 45-day timeframe had a strong tendency to move away from the coastline and
be transported towards the shelf break. Upon reaching the shelf break the velocity of the particles
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increased and they were advected mainly northward along the length of the WFS in the surface
layer of the water column just above the ~100 m isobath. The majority of the particles advected
north and west along the WFS, with only a few exceptions moving south towards the Florida
Straits.
An area with a few interesting trajectories is that of the shoreward portion of the Marco
Island transect. This area had a few particles that, while they moved in the same general pattern

Figure 3.18: Near-surface (Panels A and C) release of particles along the seven transects, 01JAN-15FEB2007. Nearbottom release of particles for the same timeframe and locations (Panels B and D).

as the rest (northwestwards with a slight dip and strong westward movement before increasing
speed to travel north again), the northwards movement was significantly less pronounced than
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the rest, while their westward movement was significantly more. They travelled almost the
entirety of the model domain (longitudinally) in the 45-day period, while remaining in the top
one meter of the water column. Seeing such movement of the particles and having them not be
caught in the off-shelf movement towards the Florida Straits is interesting, and another
supporting reason why looking at the transport of water masses on the WFS needs to be
considered as separate local and deep-ocean forcing examples as much as possible to try and
identify the driving factors of the water transport.
The displacement of the surface particles (Figure 3.18 Panel C) was on average very
strongly to the west and about half as strong to the north overall. The majority of deviation was
along the major axis direction, with again about half the magnitude of deviation in the direction
of the minor axis. Connectivity on the WFS is shown by the nearshore particles by Sanibel Island
that tracked northward along the coast towards the Tampa Bay area before they reversed and
headed south and west across the shelf. The particles that are closest to Apalachicola work their
way along the coastline past Panama City and to the Fort Walton Beach area over the timeframe.
Interestingly, most other particles remain away from the coastline, even after making the turn
onto the narrow part of the shelf by De Soto Canyon. The particles with the largest horizontal
advection over the 45-day period were those that started along the shelf break area. Generally,
the closer the particles were to the coast, the shorter the distance they moved.
Contrasting to the surface particle trajectories, the bottom particle trajectories (Figure
3.18 panels B and D) from the midshelf and inner shelf are primarily advecting slightly
shoreward and to the south. Another distinct difference is the smaller velocity of the bottom
particles as evidenced by the much shorter trajectories, especially in the inner and mid shelf
regions. This example is a good example of the non-homogeneous flow that can occur on the
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shelf. On the WFS proper in this instance, the majority of the flow is to the southeast (panel D,
most of the particles in the bottom right section of the graphic), while the area past the shelf
break flows almost entirely to the north or west in a strongly downwelling fashion, oftentimes
leaving the model domain (the particles in the top left portion of the panel). The area of reversal
in direction is the easiest to see in Panel B. The change right around the shelf break is very clear,
and significant. Panel D supports the reversal of transport between the different portions of the
shelf by showing the mean is very near to zero displacement, and the major and minor axis
standard deviations are relatively small as well (smaller than those from the previous 45-day
period). There isn’t much connectivity between the areas present in the bottom transport of the
water column in this timeframe, and the little that there is, is limited to the nearshore areas in the
Florida Panhandle.
The next case study is that of Front 1: 18-28APR2012. This cold front was chosen for its
lack of deep-ocean forcing influence, which allows for (almost exclusively) only the local
forcing effects to be considered. The majority of the surface particles (Figure 3.19 Panels A and
a) reverse direction from northward to southward after the front passes. The front passed buoy
42039 at approximately 2 am EST on 22APR, and made its way to KSRQ in Sarasota, FL by
approximately 7 am EST the same day. This front was a fast moving front, which is supported by
the reversal mentioned previously. The mean displacement of the surface particles during the
frontal passage was to the southeast (Panel a), with similar standard deviations in both the major
and minor axis directions. This similarity in magnitudes suggests there was a relatively broad
distribution of displacement directions and magnitudes in all directions about the mean of the
data set.
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Figure 3.19: Front 1 and 2 surface and bottom trajectory calculations and statistics. Panels A and a are Front 1 surface calculations; B and b are Front 2 surface
calculations; C and c are Front 1 bottom calculations; D and d are Front 2 bottom calculations.
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The connectivity across the areas of the shelf isn’t really influenced too much with this
frontal passage via surface transport. The particles that moved the most were out past the shelf
break area and in the area of the De Soto Canyon. The particles nearshore had small transport
Distances that didn’t allow for exchange between estuaries. The option with the most potential
for success in that region, however, would probably be the Big Bend and Cedar Key area, as
everything else was working its way towards midshelf and the shelf break.
The bottom released particle trajectories (Figure 3.19 Panels C and c) are for the most
part all towards the south along the shelf. There is a little bit of reversal past the shelf break, but
not with all the particles. The particles closest to the edge of the model domain are all heading
south along the isobaths, albeit very slowly and with little movement. The mean displacement
was similar to that of the surface displacement, though slightly less, with the standard deviation
being almost twice as large along the major axis direction compared to that of the minor axis
(Panel c). Interestingly, the angle of transport for the data set was almost exactly that of the
surface particles for the duration of the frontal passage. These trajectories do not support any
connectivity between the areas of the shelf. Due to the lack of deep-ocean forcing in this
example, there is little overall advection and poor connectivity both at the surface and at depth.
The next case study is that of Front 2: 13-18APR2007. This front occurred at a time with
some deep-ocean influence in addition to the local forcing provided by the passage of the cold
front. The actual frontal passage at buoy 42039 was approximately 5 am EST on 15APR. The
front made it to KSRQ at approximately 11 am EST the same day. It was a relatively fast moving
front. The passage of the cold front is reflected by the shift in the surface particles’ trajectories
(Figure 3.19 Panel B). The particles closer to shore in the Big Bend area and further south along
the coast also show the passage of the front via an abrupt change in direction. They initially were
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going north, then reversed direction and tracked south and seaward slightly. The surface particles
(Panel B and b) have a larger amount of horizontal advection than those of the bottom (Panels D
and d) particles. Similarly to the previous examples, there are multiple particles that advect
southward along the shelf break area. Up in the Florida Panhandle area and into the Big Bend
area it is interesting to note the multiple particles that worked their way to the southwest and out
of the model domain as the front passed. The area of the shelf with the greatest horizontal
advection is that of the midshelf and the shelf break region. The particles that were in the inner
shelf initially tended to not have as large of an advection (with the noted exception of the Florida
Panhandle area).
Looking at the bottom trajectories (Panels D and d) there is comparatively little
movement (as with Front 1). The inner shelf area sees the least amount of advection, especially
the further south along the shelf one looks. Midshelf again sees the most advection, and it is
primarily to the southeast along the length of the shelf. The deep-ocean forcing is apparent in the
reversal of the transport seaward of the shelf break, though it is not very strong.
A key point to remember when comparing the two fronts used as case studies is that the
particles were tracked for ten days for Front 1, and five days for Front 2. The mean displacement
in the east-west direction both at the surface and at depth for Front 2 is almost the same as that of
Front 1. The big difference is in the north-south mean displacement values. The Front 2
displacement is significantly larger than that of Front 1. At the surface, the mean displacement
was almost five times larger in Front 2 and the bottom particles displaced almost twice as much
as in Front 1. The standard deviation along the major axis direction was larger than in Front 1,
while they are almost the same for both the surface and the bottom particle displacements
between the studies.
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Looking now past the typical synoptic scale events and to a more extreme example of
local forcing that is available to the WFS, TS Debby was a tropical storm with very little deepocean forcing at the time of her passage.
Figure 3.20 shows the progression of WFCOM simulated daily-mean near surface current
and salinity for the duration of the timeframe considered in this study (19JUN-01JUL2012).
These figures are very helpful in viewing the surface velocities as the storm approached and how
the connectivity between different areas was impacted via the salinity movement through the
series, because if the less saline bodies of water can progress along the coastline and move to
other areas, then additional nutrients and water properties can be transported as well in the water
parcels. The movement of less saline water masses along the FL coastline was limited primarily
to those areas up in the Big Bend region. This area saw the extension of a less saline area of
water by Cedar Key become more restricted to the coastline as Debby’s winds forced the deeper,
more saline waters closer towards the coast, and the less saline waters stretched northward along
the coast further into the Bend. Of note, the strong surface currents that were developed as a
result of Debby’s active passage also served to push water of a higher salinity into some of the
estuaries, with Tampa Bay serving as an example. The flux of water into the Bay was not
prolonged, but it was enough to drive the salinity levels of the Bay up at the mouth of the Bay,
while further restricting the less saline waters to the inner Bay, despite the rain associated with
Debby’s passage and bands.
While some of the increase in less saline water in the Big Bend region may be attributed
to the increase in fresh water (rain) from Debby, it is not so much the increase or decrease of less
saline water which is important in this particular instance, but rather the movement from one area
of the coastline to another and the actual advection of the properties (salinity in this case)
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Figure 3.20: Salinity and near-surface current simulations in WFCOM 19-30JUN2012. Each panel is the average for one specific day, consecutively from Panel
A (19JUN) through L (30JUN).
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Figure 3.21: FVCOM 3.5-day forecasted trajectories. 19-30JUN2012. Black lines are surface trajectories, red lines are bottom trajectories. The panels progress
consecutively with one each day starting on 19JUN (Panel A) through 30JUN (Panel L).
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accompanying such movement of water. If the storm had slowed its forward progress and
remained over the WFS waters longer, the substantial winds would have had a longer period of
time to cause the waters to transport along the coastline, demonstrating a more extensive level of
connectedness between areas. However, Debby proceeded to make landfall, and as such, her
forcings and the drive to move the waters of the WFS went with her.
Figure 3.21 shows the lack of strong deep-ocean influences along the deeper parts of the
model domain specifically when looking at the westernmost points on each of the four transects
plotted. Through the first portion of the timeframe, the bottom particles at those locations
downwell and are transported off of the WFS, while after Debby leaves the area, the overall
transport at the bottom reduces to very small amounts for the 3.5-day forecasted periods. Overall,
the bottom particle forecasted trajectories are very short as the storm approached, they increased
in distance (and hence speed) as the storm passed and the extreme strength of the local forcing
(winds) relative to normal synoptic frontal passages influenced through the depth of the water
column across the entirety of the WFS which forced the particles at the bottom to advect in-line
with those at the surface. Once the storm tracked towards the Big Bend area and made landfall,
the trajectories began to progressively show less and less impact from the storm’s forcing,
beginning with the southernmost transect. These forecast trajectories show the strong material
transport throughout the water column to the north and around the bend into the Florida
Panhandle area of the WFS. As Debby progressed through the local area, the waters at all depths
were advected with great speed due to her strength and the depth at which she was able to
influence the water column. Such storms as Debby (hurricanes, tropical storms, etc.) are known
for their pull of energy from the uppermost 150-200 m of the water column, and their resulting
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mixing and physical movement of the water mass they are acting upon as they track over the
water.
Figure 3.22 supports the information in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. Looking at the surface
particles (Panels A and C) the majority of the particles moved quickly north around the shelf as
Debby approached and made landfall. This provided for a solid opportunity for connectivity
between the areas of the shelf at the surface. Waters from the Marco Island area made it up to

Figure 3.22: Tropical Storm Debby (19JUN-01JUL2012) particle trajectory calculations and resulting statistics for
the surface (Panels A and C) and near-bottom (Panels B and D).
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the Sanibel Island area, Sanibel Island waters made it up to Tampa Bay, while waters from
Tampa Bay almost made it as far as Cedar Key to the North. The waters from Cedar Key, the
Big Bend, and Panama City all made it to the Florida Panhandle and around towards Pensacola.
The bottom trajectories (Panel B and D), while smaller in magnitude compared to those at the
surface, they are still quite large compared to those of the two fronts previously investigated
(Figure 3.19). Interestingly the inner shelf and midshelf trajectories bend with time showing a
shift in their path as the storm passes.
The average displacement at the surface (Panel A and C) was moderately to the northwest,
as was apparent via the other products considered (Figures 3.20 and 3.21), and was expected due
to the counterclockwise rotation of the storm. The standard deviation along the major and minor
axis directions were quite large over the data set, suggesting the movement was not
homogeneous across all particles, as there was a larger spread in the displacement values. The
bottom particles (Panels B and D) had a significantly smaller overall movement. The mean
displacement was slightly to the southeast, and the standard deviations were also considerably
smaller suggesting there was greater coherency in the trajectories of the particles at the bottom of
the water column.

3.7 Discussion
When considering the first sub-question which was
“given a period of time when we know the deep-ocean influence was strong on the WFS, what
were the pathways of water parcel delivery from the region of the shelf slope to the near shore?”
the pathways that were determined in section 3.6.1 were those of bottom layer Ekman transport
towards the shore, and an across-isobath movement due to the LC influence (deep-ocean forcing)
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which helped to trigger an upwelling event which was in its early stages for the first case study.
By having a deep-ocean driven upwelling event on the WFS, the entirety of the shelf is able to be
impacted, and “new” water masses are able to be transported from the shelf break and slope area
into the mid and inner shelf regions.
Looking at the second sub-question of
“given a period of time when we know the local forcing influence was strong on the WFS,
what were the pathways of water parcel advection across the WFS?”
the downwelling prominent timeframe of 2007 and the three case studies in 2007 and 2012 were
considered. The primary pathways of advection across the WFS (longitudinally) were not as
prevalent or straight forward as in an upwelling scenario driven by the LC interactions with the
shelf slope. The majority of the advection longitudinally was in the westward direction, away
from the Florida coastline and her estuaries. The downwelling driven scenarios helped to drive
the little bit of movement in the bottom layer that was in the longitudinal direction. The synoptic
events, both those that occurred in the 45-day period January through February and those that
were considered individually as case studies saw small amounts of horizontal advection, while
most of the movement was in the north-south direction both at the surface and at depth. Due to
the forcing being primarily local, the bottom particle trajectories were substantially less than
those of the surface, and they tended to follow the isobaths along the shelf until they reached a
point at which they were forced to either mix or downwell. Even Tropical Storm Debby, the
extreme local forcing case study, only served to move the trajectories a little more at depth than
the synoptic cold frontal passages did. This was due to her quick movement and the deficient
amount of time for the bottom layer of the water column to be sufficiently influenced to advect
as substantially as the waters at the surface did. The large potential transport for the bottom
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particles was clearly demonstrated in Figure 3.21, showing what could have happened each day
if Debby had remained stationary for the next 3.5 days. There is not much connectivity to be
seen at depth, but the larger flow in general helps out some, especially when compared to the
other examples of local forcing (Fronts 1 and 2). Compared to the fronts, the surface advection
and opportunity for connectivity was much greater, which is to be expected from an extreme case
of local forcing such as a tropical storm.
Considering the two frontal case studies specifically, their resulting comparison suggests
that a combination scenario of local and deep-ocean forcing is preferred for getting the most
advection and the best chances of connectivity between the shelf’s waters and estuaries. This
finding is also supported by the connectivity and relatively larger transport distances found in the
first sub-question (section 3.6.1), which was driven primarily by a strong deep-ocean forcing
event, but still had local forcing influences due to the normal synoptic weather patterns that
passed through the area on a regular basis in the Spring.
Now for the final over-arching question of
“under primarily deep-ocean or local forcing influences, what are the ranges of upwelling
and advection of water parcels both vertically and horizontally across the various regions
of the WFS?”
the ranges of upwelling driven advection in the horizontal (latitudinally and longitudinally) are
moderate over the early stages of such a scenario. The longitudinal transport was found to reach
up to 225 km in a 45 day period (Figure 3.13 right panel) when considered from the shelf break
specifically, and 250 km over the same period (Figure 3.16 right panel) when considered from
the transects along the bottom of the water column. In the latitudinal direction however, the
surface particle displacement was larger. When considered as a whole 45-day time period, some
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of the surface particles from sub-question one traveled 500 km south before exiting the model
domain prior to the conclusion of the period. When considered individually in 15-day increments,
the same timeframe yielded 250 km, 420 km, and 280 km southward displacements in each
increment, respectively. In the vertical, the results suggest that the particles did not upwell from
depth directly into the surface layer of the water column, but rather slowly traveled in the vertical
direction as they horizontally advected across isobaths, making their way closer towards the
inner shelf, thus bringing them slowly into the surface layer (that which is directly influenced by
the local forcing and mixing that occurs near the air-sea interface). While some were able to
make the journey quicker than others, the early stages of the upwelling scenario considered in
this study do not suggest a quick transference between the bottom layer and surface layer of the
water columns when originating from the shelf break during a deep-ocean upwelling event.
Primarily local forcing scenarios (sub-question two) can have very large displacements
over time periods, both latitudinally and longitudinally (particularly at the surface), but they are
not upwelling driven. They have a slightly smaller standard deviation compared to the results
from the upwelling scenario, suggesting slightly more coherency in the displacements of the
particles over the timeframes considered for each case study. The local forcing driven scenarios
tend towards downwelling, both at the surface and at depth. The particles tend to be pulled
towards the outer shelf or off the shelf entirely, and those at the surface, if they do not remain at
the surface, are downwelled slightly (maximum of ~2 m) through the course of their timeframe.
Local forcing alone does not provide the connectivity between areas of the WFS that
would be primarily useful for moving larvae, eggs, or required nutrients about the shelf between
estuaries or from the outer shelf into estuaries for further development. While the overall
physical displacement distances can be quite large, the majority of that displacement is away
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from the inner shelf area, and up around the De Soto Canyon in the Florida Panhandle. That area
is one in which the particles increase their speed as they follow the isobaths westward (at depth)
and the surface currents around the De Soto Canyon towards the Mississippi River Delta. There
are some instances where particles will get downwelled into the De Soto Canyon and remain at
significant depths through the rest of the timeframe, but most of the particles do not get
transported in such a manner. The overall best connectivity is provided by the deep-ocean
upwelling scenario, or a combination of local and deep-ocean forcing influences.
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CHAPTER 4
QUESTION #2
4.1 Abstract
Forward and backward particle trajectory calculations are made using a 4th order RungeKutta numerical scheme, comparing both start and end points as well as the overall shape and
location of the calculated trajectories. Comparisons are made along the 75 m and 15 m isobaths
of the WFS at 12 locations, at the near-bottom and middle depths of the water column, resulting
in a total of 24 particle trajectories being calculated forward and backward. While this
approximation method is more precise than Euler’s method, there are still situations in which the
discrepancies between the forward and backward calculations are considered too large for some
applications. Instances where the particles encounter large or quickly changing fluctuations in
velocity or direction are not adequately replicated. Particles in the surface or bottom boundary
layers have greater fidelity in their backward replication trajectory calculations than those not
restricted by the boundary layer dynamics. The backward calculations may provide a means for
crudely estimating particle source regions, it must be recognized that they are not the same as
forward calculations except for steady and relatively unstructured flow fields. Pathlines are not
streamlines for unsteady flows, and spatial structure further impacts discretized calculations both
in time and space.
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4.2 Tools
4.2.1 Numerical scheme
When solving Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE), there are many tools available for
use depending on the problem and desired type of solution. Methods for solving them in the
forward direction include examples such as the Euler method, Leapfrog method, variable order
methods such as Richardson extrapolation and the Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm, and the alternative
options of the Hermite-Obreschkoff method and Fehlberg methods. Over time, many basic
methods have been expanded in their application and refined for specific fields of interest and
application (i.e. compressible fluid dynamics, strongly turbulent flows, mechanical engineering,
particle dispersion, etc.). As a result of such expansion, many tools have been developed that are
very specific in their realm of applicability. One such example is the extensive investigative
work that has been done in considering the simulation of steady and unsteady incompressible
flows in fluid dynamics. By taking a comparably simple lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and
expanding it into a high-order compact finite-difference lattice Boltzmann method that utilizes a
4th order RK method to discretize the temporal term, increased accuracy for flows with low and
high Reynolds numbers are able to be attained in the forward direction [Hejranfar and
Ezzatneshan, 2014]. Along with examples of such numerical tool development, the various
methods used to calculate truncating error and compare error estimates for multi-step algorithms
have also been further advanced (e.g. [Shampine and Watts, 1971], [Butcher and Johnston,
1993]).
The Runge-Kutta (RK) method is a more precise way to calculate an Ordinary
Differential Equation (ODE) than the traditional Euler method,. The history of the RK method
and its development over the years is covered thoroughly in Butcher [1996]. RK takes a
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weighted average of the slope for each step starting with the initial slope at some start point,
resulting in a more accurate and precise solution to the ODE. The general RK 4th order equation
shows clearly that each step in the calculation is based on the previous step (Figure 4.1). This
dependency upon the previous step in the calculation is important because any uncertainty or
discrepancy added into the calculation at step 1 is going to be carried over and built upon in steps
2, 3, and so on. When trying to work backward from the last approximation step in the
calculation, the ability to replicate the forward calculation is made more difficult by trying to
incorporate what the forward intermediate steps calculated without the initial point (since one is
now working from the opposite direction).
pi+1=pi + (1/6)Δt[ῡi + 2ῡ1i+1 + 2ῡ2i+1 + ῡ3i+1]
pi: initial point
pi+1: successive point after initial point, Δt away
Δt: step size between points pi and pi+1
ῡi: velocity vector associated with point pi

Figure 4.1: 4th order Runge-Kutta diagram [Joy, 1999].

RK method is a numerical scheme used to approximate a time dependent solution to an
ODE through iterative steps. As summarized in Varsakelis and Anagnostidis [2016], previous
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studies have shown that using the same initial data sets, various numerical schemes can lead to
solutions that are substantially different. The main cause for such discrepancies is noted as the
analytic dependence of the resultant particle trajectory on the time-step of the method chosen.
The time-step used in this study is calculated every hour as an hourly mean.
The 4th order RK scheme is widely used in Lagrangian trajectory simulations in coastal
oceans (e.g., [Hofmann et al., 1991; Zheng and Weisberg, 2012]) and oil spill tracking
applications (e.g., [Liu et al., 2011b, c; Weisberg et al., 2011]). Most of these trajectory
simulations are calculated forward in time to predict future particle/drifter locations. However,
there are needs for accurate backward trajectory simulations as well, for example, in the case of
determining the source location of pollution or floating objects in the ocean.
Investigations into multiple areas of study have been conducted to find similar
comparative studies into forward and backward in time particle trajectory calculations and the
use of the RK numerical scheme for such calculations. These areas include, but are not limited to,
the field of air pollutant dispersement [Stein et al., 2015], magnetic diffusion [Pries and
Hofmann, 2015], satellite orbits [Anastassi and Simos, 2005; Aristoff and Poore, 2012], solids
and structures (specifically spring-mass systems) [Kaunda, 2015], meteorology and the dynamics
of the atmospheric boundary layer [Nazari et al., 2014], and linear shallow water flows [Beljadid
et al., 2013] to name a few. Through all of the studies, while they are looking forward in time
and using one form of a numerical approximation scheme or another, they do not address the
direct comparison between forward and backward in time numerical scheme calculations for a
non-stochastic dynamically driven, diffusion affected, non-linear incompressible flow. There are
many discussions on the forward trajectory and overall approach to limiting chaos and finding a
balance with superstability, but no true backward in time calculations or comparisons to the
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forward in time calculations. There are a multitude of studies using backward-facing calculation
schemes such as the backward-difference method applied to the numerical scheme of their
choice, but this is not truly doing the calculation backward but rather taking the forward
calculation and finding the difference between two time steps t and Δt-1. This process still
utilizes the forward calculation process.
One study that has some similarities to the study conducted in this Thesis is that of
Batchelder [2006]. This particular study investigates plankton advection and dispersion through
the water column and along a near-shore region using a 3D physical circulation model (Spectral
Element Ocean Model) for a timeframe of 30 days with constant salinity, varying temperature, a
rectangular coordinate system, idealized boundary conditions and bathymetry, and with an
upwelling-favorable fluctuating wind regime. The intent of the study was to demonstrate the
need for taking into account diffusion in particle tracking simulations and to show the potential
usefulness of backward-in-time-trajectory simulations by investigating source and receptor
discrepancies for plankton in various life-stages. The study first conducts backward simulations,
then compares the results to forward simulations started from the last point of the backward
simulations for the duration of the timeframe available in the physical circulation model.
Advection only simulations were compared to advection and added vertical diffusion simulation
results. Vertical diffusion was incorporated via a random walk, while horizontal diffusion was
not considered. The actual calculation method used for the backward in time trajectories that
were calculated is not thoroughly explained, nor is the method for calculating the forward
trajectories. This lack significantly limits the comparability between the two studies. Nothing
may be noted about the schemes chosen, the errors induced and integrated, if the backward
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calculations are truly backward in time or if they are instead backward-facing steps like those
mentioned previously, or the approach to the diffusivity problem.
Despite the differences in goals, foci, and approaches, some similar conclusions were
reached in Batchelder [2006] and this Thesis. Areas of strong nonlinear flows and interactions
have the largest impact in trajectory fidelity between forward and backward calculations. The
scale of the model grid plays a role, as well as the important inclusion of diffusivity (though it is
accounted for in Batchelder [2006] via a random walk) in particle tracking of ocean ecosystem
processes. Also that irreversible processes are exactly that- irreversible. While estimations can be
made of the results moving backward, they are not exact solutions. Advection-only particle
trajectory calculations are reversible, but without accounting for diffusion, the resultant
trajectories are useless. However, diffusion is irreversible backward in time. As a tool however,
backward in time calculations under certain circumstances can prove to be useful in the form of
likelihood or probability maps of potential solutions for sources of particles, though not
necessarily exact solutions.
4.2.2 Data
Stored WFCOM data: The same WFCOM model simulations that were used for question #1,
sub-question 1 are once again used for calculating particle trajectories at different locations on
the WFS, with date ranges of 29MAR-13MAY 2007. The model calculated trajectory data are
hourly means, and the model mesh grid horizontal resolution varies from 150 m to 12 km, with
the largest amount of grid cells falling into the 250-500 m resolution dimension [Zheng and
Weisberg, 2012]. The WFCOM based trajectory simulation was evaluated against the satellitetracked surface drifter data observed in summer 2010 [Liu et al., 2014]. The mean Lagrangian
separation distance after 3 days’ simulation was 38 km on the WFS, and the mean skill score was
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0.39, in termos of the normalized cumulative Lagrangian separation proposed by Liu and
Weisberg [2011]. The WFCOM performed better than the other three models and the altimetry
data products on the shelf during that three months period of 2010 [Liu et al., 2014]. An even
better model-data comparison was reported for the inner shelf area [Zheng and Weisberg, 2012].

4.3

Experiment Design

Question: Is it reasonable to expect forward and backward particle tracking to be the same? If so,
under what conditions?
In order to address this question, forward and backward particle trajectory calculations
over the same period and locations were compared. The focus of this study was the differences
between the simulated paths and start/end point agreement (or discrepancy) for both sets of
trajectory calculations. It was anticipated that particles encountering strong eddies or large
changes in velocity would have the most error in their backward trajectories, resulting in the
largest discrepancies between the two data sets. In order to investigate this, the following steps
were taken:
1-

The forward trajectory calculations from the shelf break near-bottom release
along the 75 m isobath for chapter 3 sub-question 1 (29March-13May 2007) were
expanded to include a release in the middle of the water column. This timeframe
was chosen in order to not only be supplemental to the previous question, but also
to consider a time of primarily deep-ocean forcing. With the goal of keeping this
study on a smaller scale than the previous chapter, a sub-sample of six points
along each isobath were focused on in order to consider a range of dynamically
and bathymetrically different locations. By focusing on a sample of points rather
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than an overview of the mass group trajectories, a greater level of detail can be
considered for each trajectory.
2-

Forward particle trajectory calculations were completed starting at six comparable
points along the 15 m isobath for the same timeframe and relative release depths
in the water column as in step 1. This additional isobath provides an opportunity
to consider the dynamics of the inner-shelf and if there is a difference in the
applicability of the RK method in an area of the shelf which is not driven as
strongly by deep-ocean forcing as that of the shelf break.

3-

The end points of the selected sample of forward trajectory calculations that
originated at the 75 m and 15 m isobaths were used as the starting points for
backward particle trajectory calculations. The goal was to try and replicate the
forward calculations, seeing how close the backward calculations match the
forward calculations in both pathway and termination point. For those points that
left the model domain within the 45-day timeframe, their last hourly position in
the model domain from their forward trajectory calculation was used as their
starting location and time for the backward trajectory calculation. This means the
backward trajectory calculations were considered for individual particles, with
some being considered for the entirety of the 45-day period, and others as few as
20, 31, 43 days to name a few. This difference between the individual points is
accounted for in the analysis by calculating their daily discrepancy rate based on
the individual number of hours each particle remained in the model domain.

4-

The best and worst results from each set of particle trajectory calculations were
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compared to find commonality amongst them in an effort to describe the
conditions that are the most and least favorable for backward tracking using the
RK method for quasi-isopycnal particles.

Figure 4.2: Magenta x’s designate the 12 starting locations for the particles along the 75 m and 15 m isobaths on the
WFS. The blue line represents the WFCOM model boundary.

The RK method mentioned previously is the method used for calculating the forward
(and backward) particle trajectory locations in a step-wise fashion in this study. For the entirety
of this study (both chapters 3 and 4), the calculation used is a 4th order RK. Initially, one might
think that in order to have a calculation for a particle trajectory proceed backward in time, one
must only adjust the velocity vectors or other portion of the forward calculations by (-1) in order
for them to progress in the reverse direction. Unfortunately, this seemingly straight forward
solution does not work realistically in all situations when the forward calculation was
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accomplished with the RK method. If a strictly linear interpolation was being used for the
forward trajectories, then a strictly linear backward interpolation would be significantly more
feasible and realistic in its ability to reproduce the trajectories that resulted from the forward
calculations. Due to the numerical scheme building each successive step on the previous step, the
RK method results in some instances where the backward trajectory is significantly different
both in shape, length, and the final point than the forward calculation.

4.4 Design Limitations and Assumptions
Any particles that went outside the model domain by the end of the 45-day period were
looked at individually to find their last hourly position in the model domain as a valid point.
These points (and corresponding shorter time frames) were then considered for their individually
appropriate time frames and trajectories, so not all particles were considered for the entire 45-day
period. The only particles considered in this study were the 24 specified (12 along the 75 m
isobath, and 12 along the 15 m isobath in Figure 4.2). For each trajectory, the discrepancy was
calculated as a straight line distance between the original forward particle trajectory release point
and the final point of the backward trajectory. If at any point in time other than the end of the
calculation for each timeframe had a larger discrepancy than the final point discrepancy, it was
not calculated quantitatively, though it was considered qualitatively (shape).
As discussed in section 4.3, this study specifically considered only a limited sub-sample
of points along two specific isobaths as release locations in order to conduct a closer analysis of
each particle than was previously feasible in Chapter 3. While having a more robust set of
particles would be beneficial for a stronger statistical analysis of the data, it was deemed
acceptable for the purposes of this particular study to limit the number of particles.
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4.5 Data Analysis Methods
Once the forward trajectory calculations were completed, every result was considered
individually. The last hourly location that was in the model domain during the 45-day calculation
period was taken to be the “final point” of each particle’s trajectory. This location and time was
then used as the starting point for the backward trajectory calculations, with the intent being to
replicate the forward calculations in the backward direction. To quantify how well the replication
occurred, the discrepancy was calculated by finding the straight line distance between the final
point of the backward trajectory and the original point of the forward trajectory.
From the discrepancy calculations, the arithmetic mean, variance, and standard deviation
were calculated for all of the particles, those released at the near-bottom, those released in the
middle of the water column, all particles from the 75 m isobath, and all from the 15 m isobath
separately (Table 3).
Of the 24 particles considered, the distance discrepancy (m) was considered as a rate
(day-1) for each individual particle’s total time in the model domain. This rate of m day-1 was
compared at each level and location (i.e. the 15 m isobath middle of the water column particles,
separate from the 15 m isobath near-bottom released particles). From each group, the best (green)
and worst (red) daily discrepancy rates were highlighted (Table 4), and then the resulting four
best rates were plotted together (Figure 4.7) and the four worst rates were plotted together
(Figure 4.8) for comparison.
When considering the overall shape of the trajectories and how similar or dis-similar they
were between the forward and backward calculations, the analysis is more qualitative rather than
quantitative. If the general direction and shape of the trajectories were similar, they were
considered of similar shape. Major differences in trajectory shape and location were investigated
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for cause. Many times the presence of local eddies, significant velocity changes, or significant
changes in forcing influences were found to have been the cause of the differences. Each of the
figures showing the trajectories is slightly saturated in the depth color scheme so as to provide a
little better precision for the depth changes in the shallower waters.

4.6 Results
Table 3 provides quantitative results for distance discrepancies and additional
calculations. The origination location that had the best (smallest) overall distance discrepancy
and resulting statistics across the board was the near-bottom released particles of both isobaths.
Not only was the total discrepancy an order of magnitude less than those of the other locations,
but the mean was less than half that of the middle particles and all the particles released at the 75
m isobath. The variance and standard deviation of the discrepancies was significantly less than
all other sets that were considered, which is to be expected with a total discrepancy distance as
relatively small as the bottom particles had.
Table 3: Distance discrepancy for each calculated set of particle trajectories relating forward to backward RK
calculations.

Number of
Particles
Total
Discrepancy (m)
Mean (m)
Variance (m2)
Standard
Deviation (m)

Total

Bottom
Particles

Middle
Particles

75 m
Isobath

15 m
Isobath

24

12

12

12

12

1.629×106
6.790×104
5.181×109

4.92×105
4.100×104
1.558×109

1.137×106
9.480×104
7.356×109

1.007×106
8.396×104
5.507×109

6.221×105
5.184×104
4.338×109

7.198×104

3.947×104

8.577×104

7.421×104

6.587×104

Comparing the 75 m and 15 m isobath results, they had comparable variance and
standard deviation values despite the 15 m isobath out preforming the 75 m isobath results in
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overall total discrepancy and mean discrepancy. This suggests the 15 m isobath saw less
significant forcing changes during the timeframe and the backward calculations were better able
to replicate the forward trajectories that those that originated at the shelf break.
Comparing the near-bottom and middle released particles, the near-bottom particles out
preformed those released in the middle of the water column in every aspect. This suggests the
particles released near the bottom had more consistent forcing influences with fewer abrupt
changes over their timeframes. With few exceptions, the results from the bottom released
particles from Chapter 3 across the entirety of the WFS had smaller velocities than those from

Figure 4.3: Forward particle trajectory calculations of particles at 75 m and 15 m isobaths released in the middle of
the water column at the -0.5 sigma layer. Each red ‘x’ marks the initial release location.

the surface. Their trajectories also tended to be smoother and subject to less variation with the
progression of time during the trajectory calculations. The results from the backward calculations
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in this study strongly suggest those tendencies may be a large factor in the comparatively
outstanding performance of those particles compared to those of the other areas.
Looking strictly at the trajectories themselves now, the forward trajectory calculations of
the particles released in the middle of the water column (Figure 4.3) advected generally
southeastward along the shelf. The particles released along the 75 m isobath travelled farther
than those along the 15 m isobath over the time period, and many of them exited the model
domain by the end of the period. The four particles released along the 15 m isobath east of
83.5°W stayed close to the shoreline, generally following the isobath until the end of the period
in which they turned shoreward. The two particles west of 84.5°W along the 15 m isobath

Figure 4.4: Backward particle trajectory calculations. The particles are those that were originally released at the 75
m and 15 m isobaths in the middle of the water column at the -0.5 sigma layer when they were calculated forward in
time. Each red ‘x’ marks the final location of the forward trajectories, which are the initial locations for the
backward trajectory calculations.
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behaved differently. The particle at 86°W had a similar behavior as those released along the 75
m isobath. This is due to the considerably steeper gradient at that portion of the shelf. The
presence of the De Soto Canyon makes the shelf relatively narrow in the Florida Panhandle
which allows the deep-ocean forcing and the dominant local forcing in the area to impact the
particles in the shallow waters. The remaining particle along the 15 m isobath had the shortest
transport over the timeframe, and almost immediately was advected shoreward to St. George
Island outside of Apalachicola, FL. Figure 4.4 provides the backward trajectory calculations

Figure 4.5: Forward particle trajectory calculations of particles at 75 m and 15 m isobaths released near the bottom
of the water column at the -0.95 sigma layer. Each red ‘x’ marks the initial release location.

associated with the forward calculations in Figure 4.3. Overall the paths of the particle
trajectories correspond well between the forward and backward calculations. The 15 m particles
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are the easiest to qualitatively verify their performance as they stayed mostly close to the
coastline and their shape and transport distance were similar. The particle that behaved the most
uniquely started backward near Charlotte Harbor (and corresponds to the forward released
particle starting just north of Tampa Bay). Though initially it behaved similar to the others in that
it advected northward and generally along the isobath, it then slowly was transported across the
isobaths into deeper water.
The 75 m isobath particles in the same two Figures managed to demonstrate the mostly
along isobath transport and larger velocities compared to the shallower particles of the inner
shelf. Of the four particles that reached the model domain boundary in the forward calculations,

Figure 4.6: Backward particle trajectory calculations. The particles are those that were originally released at the 75
m and 15 m isobaths near the bottom of the water column at the -0.95 sigma layer when they were calculated
forward in time. Each red ‘x’ marks the final location of the forward trajectories, which are the initial locations for
the backward trajectory calculations.
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only two of them were transported away from the model boundary and northward along the shelf
when calculated backward. One of those two never made it back over the shelf break, and was
transported instead out of the model domain around 26.7°N. The other particle advected north
above 28.5°N in relatively good agreement with most of the corresponding forward trajectory,
though it stopped short of the initial forward release point of 29.9°N 85.7°W. The two remaining
particles that started at the model domain boundary were not transported away from the
boundary when calculated backward. After further investigation into the cause of the major
discrepancies, that portion of the model domain boundary was found to be experiencing large
velocities with frequent direction changes through the entire time period due to both local and
deep-ocean forcing.
Moving to the near-bottom released particles (Figures 4.5 and 4.6), the shape and actual
trajectory locations were replicated significantly better than in the middle released particles. The
four 15 m particles that were calculated forward starting at 83.5°W and eastward all had good
replication of their forward calculations. The particle farthest to the south reproduced the
trajectory shape, depth, and reached the appropriate points almost exactly. The two particles that
originated near Charlotte Harbor and Tampa Bay also did well with the overall shape and
direction of trajectory though they both continued too far to the northwest having longer
trajectories moving into deeper water. The particle that was released forward at 83.5°W had very
good trajectory shape and depth replication, with only a minor over-extension to the northwest of
the forward starting point. The remaining two 15 m particles had very good path replication and
depth replication. Surprisingly, the RK was able to calculate the particle that entered the waters
just outside of Apalachicola’s path back out into the GOMEX. The distance discrepancy was
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small, demonstrating that relatively complex calculations around landmasses are possible as long
as the forcing influences are consistent.
Looking at the 75 m released particles, the four southernmost particles had good
replication backward in depth, shape, and actual location. The particle that was released forward
at 27.1°N fell short and east in the backward, but the shape was still mostly correct. The two
Table 4: Distance discrepancy in meters for each of the 24 particles, their daily discrepancy rate (m day-1), and the
release location.

Discrepancies
(m)

Rate (m day-1)

Release
Location

239098
30323
7493
65916
32322
19567
135142
17647
15725
33015
21735
4114
53095
43392
58943
150791
272864
163875
86022
20344
14942
27550
96426
19332

5313
1418
166
1686
718
434
3003
438
349
1481
896
91
1179
964
2199
7492
6063
6343
1968
641
332
612
2142
429

15 mid
15 mid
15 mid
15 mid
15 mid
15 mid
15 btm
15 btm
15 btm
15 btm
15 btm
15 btm
75 mid
75 mid
75 mid
75 mid
75 mid
75 mid
75 btm
75 btm
75 btm
75 btm
75 btm
75 btm

* “15” and “75” represent the 15 and 75 m isobaths respectively, and “mid” represents middle of the water column
(-0.5 sigma layer), and “btm” represents the bottom (-0.95 sigma layer) release location in the water column. The
green values are the best rates for each of the four release locations, while the red values are the worst for each.
These specific particles are plotted in Figure 4.7 (best) and Figure 4.8 (worst) respectively.
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particles in the Florida Panhandle from the forward trajectory had strong replication backward
until the upwelling pattern needed to be replicated. The northern-most particle replicated very
well backward until it came time to break away from the shallow depths and move into deeper
water. The same can be said of the other particle which had good replication until the shelf break

Figure 4.7: The four particles with the best distance discrepancies (smallest) in each of the four release sets (see
Table 4.2). The trajectories displayed are the backward calculations. The colored ‘x’ at each trajectory marks the
final location of the forward trajectory calculation (initial point of the backward trajectory calculation). Red marks
the 15 m middle of the column, green marks the near-bottom of the 15 m isobath particle, blue is the 75 m middle
released particle, and magenta is the 75 m bottom released particle.

was encountered where the rapid shift between downwelling and upwelling needed to be
replicated. Each of the four sets of particles (15 m isobath middle, bottom and 75 m middle and
bottom) had a particle that was replicated with the smallest (best) distance discrepancy rate and
one that had the largest (worst). These particle trajectories are displayed in Figures 4.7 and 4.8,
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and listed in Table 4. The particles that had the best backward RK replication were those that
didn’t have any large velocity or direction changes over the time period, weren’t trapped near the
model domain boundary, and didn’t have to try and replicate an abrupt change from
downwelling to upwelling. These trajectories are relatively smooth and consistent in their

Figure 4.8: The four particles with the worst distance discrepancies (largest) in each of the four release sets (see
Table 4.2). The trajectories displayed are the backward calculations. The colored ‘x’ at each trajectory marks the
final location of the forward trajectory calculation (initial point of the backward trajectory calculation). The
diamonds are the initial forward trajectory locations of the bottom released particles, and the circles are the initial
forward release locations of the middle of the water column particles. Red marks the 15 m middle of the column,
green marks the near-bottom of the 15 m isobath particle, blue is the 75 m middle released particle, and magenta is
the 75 m bottom released particle. Ideally, the ‘x’ of a particular color would have a trajectory ending at the diamond
or circle of the same color. Of note, the red diamond and green circle are overlapping, demonstrating the worst
particle for the 15 m isobath at both release depths was at the same location.

velocity and overall path. Figure 4.8 shows three particles that replicate the general shape of their
forward trajectories (green, blue, and magenta markers). Each of these trajectories falls well
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short of their target end point when calculated backward with RK, but their path is comparable.
Their discrepancies came from either not being able to replicate the total distance to the end
point, or they were in the wrong location on the shelf, though with the right overall shape. The
particle that truly is a poor replication in every way is the red particle. This particle followed a
forward trajectory that travelled slightly to the west paralleling the coastline for a brief period of
time before reversing direction and flowing south along the shelf. From this point the particle
had the largest velocity of all of the 15 m isobath particles that were released in the middle of the
water column (Figure 4.3) for the forward calculations. The backward calculation got caught in
the Big Bend and paralleled the coastline rather than going into relatively deeper waters and
advecting to the northwest into the Florida Panhandle towards the original release point of the
forward calculation.

4.7 Discussion
Based on the variety of replication results using the 4th order RK method for forward and
backward particle trajectory calculations, there are multiple situations with relatively large
discrepancies between the original initiation in the forward and the final point in the backward
calculations. These situations may need to be approached using a different mathematical tool to
account for the discrepancies between the forward approximation and the attempt to replicate the
approximation calculation in the backward direction. The particles that encounter large changes
of velocity, direction, or both simultaneously are prime candidates for considering an alternative
calculation method approach. These particles end up trapped against the boundary (shoreline or
model domain boundary) and are not appropriately transported across isobaths and out of their
initial bathymetric area (i.e. remain trapped in shallow (deep) water). The particles do not cross
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locations on the shelf like the shelf break or the inner shelf boundary. Examples of such dynamic
situations that could cause such discrepancies are eddies, current reversals, and strong frontal
passages that cause significant reversals in the overall water advection in an area.
Another situation in which the discrepancies would most likely be too large to be worth
using the RK for backward calculations is where particles need to replicate downwelling and
upwelling in quick succession. The quick change in required direction and depth over such a
short time period isn’t calculated reliably by the RK. The result tends to completely ignore the
quick and large changes in the trajectory and remain relatively stationary instead of transporting
the particle to greater depth. This makes it appear as if the velocity abruptly decreases with no
reversal, and the particle’s total transport distance is shorter than it actually is. This was
primarily a problem with the particles that originated at the 75 m isobath. The trend could most
likely be applied to other locations in the outer shelf where movement across the shelf break and
deep-ocean forcing both play key roles in the particle transport.
Instances where the RK works most reliably in the backward direction are those of
consistent forcings (deep-ocean or local), with little to no abrupt direction reversals or velocity
changes. The smoother the forward trajectory calculated by RK, the smoother and more likely
the RK calculations backward will reliably replicate the forward calculations. In such cases,
there are less fluctuations in the calculation’s step-wise process forward, which makes it easier to
recreate the same approximations backward since there are no “hidden” variations or fluctuations
that the step sizes mask. In addition to this, the particles that were in the boundary layers
performed the best at all locations. This is due to the dynamic restrictions and comparatively less
chaotic resultant flows that are found in such areas of the water column. The middle of the water
column locations that were selected, especially those at the 75 m isobath, were able to be in
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between the surface and bottom boundary layers, allowing for relatively more freedom of
movement of the particles compared to those in the boundary layers. This increased movement in
the middle of the water column led to increased errors that were compounded as the iterative
steps in the RK were calculated.
As mentioned previously, the distance between grid points in any calculation are going to
play a role in the solution’s accuracy. The nature of the unstructured mesh that allows for
downscaling from the open boundary into the estuaries and rivers of the WFS in the WFCOM
has areas of varying resolution. The open boundary is as coarse as 12 km, while the estuaries and
rivers see resolution as fine as 150 m. The paths the particles took between one successive time
step and another in many cases crossed into grid cells of multiple sizes and areas of varying
resolution. This process will impact the calculations forward and backward in time as the
physical resolution of each calculation step can only be as fine as the resolution of the grid cells
the particle is in.
This study has shown that while there is some validity in using a 4th order RK method
forward in time for isopycnal particle trajectory calculations in a non-stochastic environment
forced by both local and deep-ocean forcing influences, the backward calculations serve best as
estimations and as a way to get a first approximation of where a particle originated from in time.
This model does not include a random walk like so many others do to account for diffusivity.
The fact that the trajectories and dynamics are non-linear forward in time yield an immediate
assumption that the backward in time cannot mathematically yield an exact replication of the
forward calculations. Those particles that are restricted in their flows due to surface and
boundary layer conditions are most likely to have a high fidelity in their replication calculations.
It is a useful tool for areas of little oscillation, velocity, and forcing changes, with the
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understanding that it is still an approximation (as is the forward RK method) to the actual
solution of the ODE.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY
The distribution of water properties within the coastal ocean is determined by a
combination of the coastal ocean circulation that is driven by both local and deep-ocean forcing
and the biological and chemical interactions that consume and transform nutrients. Sound
ecologically based management of the West Florida Shelf (WFS) and elsewhere thus requires an
understanding of these processes beginning with the advection of nutrients into the euphotic zone
of the continental shelf and hence the primary productivity from which most of the coastal ocean
ecology, and resulting economic stimulus to the state economy, derives.
The purpose of this thesis project was to study the connections in response to local and
deep-ocean forcing on waters of the WFS. The inclusion of upwelling of waters from the deeper
ocean across the shelf break onto the WFS and the further investigation into the transport of
waters throughout the WFS from the shelf break to the shoreline was a natural extension. These
movements and responses to forcing influences are what set the stage for the ecology of the WFS.
The approach entailed the use of an improved Eulerian numerical scheme (4th order Runge-Kutta)
applied to numerical coastal ocean circulation model simulations to estimate Lagrangian particle
trajectories. An ancillary investigation was made regarding the differences that occurred when
tracking particles either forward or backward in time. In other words if two different questions
were to be asked: 1) if a particle originated at a given location and time where would it end up at
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a later time, or 2) if a particle originated at a given location and time where did it originate,
would similar answers be obtained?
The forcing influences on the WFS were explored, specifically comparing the local and
deep-ocean forcing effects on water particle transport. A period of upwelling of deeper Gulf of
Mexico (GOMEX) water across the shelf break and onto the WFS was considered as a deepocean forced event. This period was compared to a period of downwelling of equal duration. The
local forcing influence on the WFS waters was approached by considering the downwelling
period as well as utilizing case studies. The case studies included an extreme example (Tropical
Storm Debby in 2012 (AL042012)) and the passage of two cold fronts. One of the frontal
passages occurred during a time of deep-ocean forcing influence as well as local forcing,
providing an example of both influences to be considered with those of the extreme local forcing
and the synoptic scale local forcing (the other front). The different case studies demonstrate the
complexity of the connections that are present on the WFS. The particle trajectory calculations
for all examples were considered for connectivity purposes across the WFS, and what general
forcing influence would be potentially the most efficient at moving water masses to various areas
on the shelf, especially between estuaries and other areas of juvenile fish recruitment importance.
It was found that under primarily deep-ocean forcing and in an upwelling event, the
bottom Ekman layer is the primary conduit for transporting parcels from the shelf break towards
the shore and estuaries. Under primarily local forcing, the majority of the longitudinal movement
was found to be mostly towards the west, though there was more movement in the north-south
direction than longitudinally both at the surface and at depth. The connectivity of the various
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parts of the WFS has the best chance of occurring to the greatest extent when both local and
deep-ocean forcing occurs simultaneously.
Chapter 4 took a closer look at the actual particle trajectory calculation method that was
used for the study in Chapter 3. A 4th order Runge-Kutta method was used for the calculations
forward in time. Investigating the applicability of the same method to calculate the trajectories
backward in time and to compare the results in both directions and the potential causes for the
discrepancies that resulted was the purpose of the study. Both particles originating at the nearbottom and in the middle of the water column at locations along the 75 m and 15 m isobaths
were considered during the 29MAR2007-13MAY2007 45-day period of upwelling that was
investigated in Chapter 3.
The largest discrepancies in the backward calculations were found with events of large
changes in velocity, direction, or both simultaneously. Examples of such instances would be
eddies, current reversals, or strong frontal passages. There was also a consistent problem with the
backward calculations for instances of upwelling and downwelling changing in quick succession.
The Runge-Kutta method had comparatively strong success in those events when the forcings
(local or deep-ocean) were consistent, and where there were little or no abrupt changes in
direction or velocity of the water parcel transport.
As an exploratory study, there is room for further research and expansion. Limited by
only a few case studies, this work does not provide a large enough ensemble of events from
which meaningful statistics may be arrived at. Connectivity, deriving from a combination of
local and dep ocean forcing, warrants a much more exhaustive set of calculations for determining
a probabilistic distribution of particle translations and a set of outlying situations for which water
properties may deviate from the norm. This in fact is the crux of the connectivity question. For a
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broad continental shelf that is generally depleted of nutrients, i.e., oligotrophic, how is it possible
to support an abundant and diverse set of ecosystems services? Connectivity under certain
conditions provides an answer, and this study is an initial, exploratory step in defining such an
answer. Future work may include exploring many more case studies in Chapter 3 and further
refining the initial results of Chapter 4.
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